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interesting geometrical interpretation. We give a general discussion of such models and
their rationality criteria. We study exchangeability assessments for them, and prove coun-
terparts of de Finetti’s Finite and Inﬁnite Representation Theorems. We show that the ﬁnite
representation in terms of count vectors has a very nice geometrical interpretation, and
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(basis) polynomials. We also lay bare the relationships between the representations of
updated exchangeable models, and discuss conservative inference (natural extension)
under exchangeability and the extension of exchangeable sequences.
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In this paper, we bring together desirability, an interesting approach to modelling uncertainty, with exchangeability, a
structural assessment for uncertainty models that is important for inference purposes.
Desirability, or the theory of (coherent) sets of desirable gambles, has been introduced with all main ideas present—so
far as our search has unearthed—by Williams [29–31]. Building on Finetti’s betting framework [11], he considered the
‘acceptability’ of one-sided bets instead of two-sided bets. This relaxation leads one to work with cones of bets instead
of with linear subspaces of them. The germ of the theory was, however, already present in Smith’s work [25, p. 15],
who used a (generally) open cone of ‘exchange vectors’ when talking about currency exchange. Both authors inﬂuenced
Walley [27, Section 3.7 and App. F], who describes three variants (almost, really, and strictly desirable gambles) and
emphasises the conceptual ease with which updated (or posterior) models can be obtained in this framework [28]. Moral
[20,21] then took the next step and applied the theory to study epistemic irrelevance, a structural assessment. He also
pointed out how conceptually easy extension, marginalisation, and conditioning are in this framework. De Cooman
and Miranda [4] made a general study of transformational symmetry assessments for desirable gambles. Recently,
Couso and Moral [1] discussed the relationship with credal sets, computer representation, and maximal sets of desirable
gambles.
The structural assessment we are interested in here, is exchangeability. Conceptually, it says that the order of the samples
in a sequence of them is irrelevant for inference purposes. The ﬁrst detailed study of this concept was made by de Finetti [9],
using the terminology of ‘equivalent’ events. He proved the now famous Representation Theorem, which is often interpreted
as stating that a sequence of random variables is exchangeable if it is conditionally independent and identically distributed.
Other important work—all using probabilities or previsions—was done by, amongst many others, Hewitt and Savage [14],
Heath and Sudderth [13], and Diaconis and Freedman [12].1 Exchangeability in the context of imprecise-probability. All rights reserved.
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embryonic study of exchangeability using desirability was recently performed by Quaeghebeur [23, Section 3.1.1]. Earlier ver-
sions of parts of this paper appeared as two conference papers [5,6].
Here we present the results of a more matured study of exchangeability using sets of desirable gambles. First, in Section 2,
we give a general discussion of desirability, coherence—the criteria that deﬁne which sets of desirable gambles are rational
uncertainty models—and the smallest and maximal such sets compatible with some assessment. Next, in Section 3, we intro-
duce the special case of this general theory that will form the basis of our analysis of exchangeability using the theory of
desirable gambles. Then, in Section 4, we give a desirability-based analysis of ﬁnite exchangeable sequences, presenting a
Representation Theorem—both in terms of count and frequency vectors—and treating the issues of natural extension and
updating under exchangeability. Building on these results, we extend our scope to countable exchangeable sequences in Sec-
tion 5, where we present a second Representation Theorem—in terms of frequency vectors—and again also treat updating
and natural extension. Finally, in Section 6, we see if and how ﬁnite exchangeable sequences can be extended to longer, ﬁnite
or even inﬁnite exchangeable sequences.
Proofs of this paper’s results are included in Appendix A. Appendix B collects a few relevant facts about multivariate Bern-
stein basis polynomials.2. A general discussion of desirability and coherence
Consider a non-empty set X describing the possible and mutually exclusive outcomes of some experiment. We also con-
sider a subject who is uncertain about the outcome of the experiment.2.1. Sets of desirable gambles
A gamble f is a bounded real-valued map on X, and it is interpreted as an uncertain reward. When the actual outcome of
the experiment is x, then the corresponding (possibly negative) reward is f ðxÞ, expressed in units of some pre-determined
linear utility. This is illustrated for X ¼ fx;-g. GðXÞ denotes the set of all gambles on X, Gþ0 ðXÞ the non-negative non-zero
ones, and GðXÞ the non-positive ones.
We also use the following notational conventions throughout: subscripting a set with zero corresponds to removing zero (or
the zero gamble) from the set, if present. For example Rþ Rþ0
 
is the set of non-negative (positive) real numbers including
(excluding) zero. Furthermore, f P g iff f ðxÞP gðxÞ for all x in X; f > g iff f P g and f – g.
We say that a non-zero gamble f is desirable to a subject if he accepts to engage in the following transaction, where: (i) the
actual outcome x of the experiment is determined, and (ii) he receives the reward f ðxÞ, i.e., his capital is changed by f ðxÞ.
The zero gamble is not considered to be desirable.2
We try and model the subject’s beliefs about the outcome of the experiment by considering which gambles are desirable
for him. We suppose the subject has some set R#GðXÞ of desirable gambles.2.2. Coherence
Not every such set should be considered as a reasonable model, and in what follows, we give an abstract and fairly general
treatment of ways to impose ‘rationality’ constraints on sets of desirable gambles.
We begin with a few preliminary deﬁnitions involving ordered linear spaces.2 The nomenclature in the literature regarding desirability is somewhat confusing, and we have tried to resolve some of the ambiguity here. Our notion of
desirability coincides with Walley’s later [28] notion of desirability, initially (and quite recently [1]) also used by Moral [20]. Walley in his book [27, App. F]
and Moral in a later paper [21] use another notion of desirability. The difference between the two approaches resides in whether the zero gamble is assumed
to be desirable or not. We prefer to use the non-zero version here, because it is better behaved in conjunction with our notion of weak desirability in
Deﬁnition 2.
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wise) scalar multiplication of gambles with real numbers. The positive hull operator posi generates the set of strictly positive
linear combinations of elements of its argument set: for any subset A of GðXÞ,3 We
4 As uposiðAÞ :¼
Xn
k¼1
kkfk : fk 2A; kk 2 Rþ0 ; n 2 N0
( )
: ð1ÞA subset C of GðXÞ is a convex cone if it is closed under (strictly) positive linear combinations, or in other words, if
posiðCÞ ¼ C.
Consider a linear subspaceK of the linear space GðXÞ. With any convex cone C K such that 0 2 C we can always asso-
ciate a vector ordering  onK, deﬁned as follows:3f  g () f  g 2 C() f  g  0: ð2ÞThe partial ordering  turnsK into an ordered linear space [24, Section 11.44]. We also write f  g if f  g 2 C0, or in other
words, if f  g and f – g. As usual, f  g means g  f and similarly, f  g means g  f . Finally, we letK0 :¼ ff 2K : f  0g ¼ C and K0 :¼ ff 2K : f  0g ¼ C0: ð3ÞDeﬁnition 1 (Avoiding non-positivity and coherence). Let K be a linear subspace of GðXÞ and let C K be a convex cone
containing the zero gamble 0. We say that a set of desirable gambles R#K avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ if f0 for
all gambles f in posiðRÞ, or in other words ifK0 \ posiðRÞ ¼ ;.
We say that a set of desirable gamblesR#K is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ if it satisﬁes the following requirements, for all
gambles f, f1, and f2 inK and all real k > 0:
D1. if f ¼ 0 then f R R;
D2. if f  0 then f 2 R, or equivalentlyK0#R;
D3. if f 2 R then kf 2 R [scaling];
D4. if f1; f2 2 R then f1 þ f2 2 R [combination].
We denote by DðK;CÞðXÞ the set of sets of desirable gambles that are coherent relative to ðK;CÞ.
Requirements D3 and D4 makeR a cone: posiðRÞ ¼ R. Due to D2, it includesK0; due to D1, D2 and D4, it excludesK0:
D5. if f  0 then f R R, or equivalentlyK0 \R ¼ ;.
The non-triviality requirement C–K makes sure that K is never coherent relative to ðK;CÞ. On the other hand, K0 is
always coherent relative to ðK;CÞ, and it is the smallest such subset ofK.
2.3. Natural extension
If we consider an arbitrary non-empty family of sets of desirable gambles Ri, i 2 I that are coherent relative to ðK;CÞ,
then their intersection
T
i2IRi is still coherent relative to ðK;CÞ. This is the idea behind the following result. If a subject gives
us an assessment, a setA#K of gambles on X that he ﬁnds desirable, then it tells us exactly when this assessment can be
extended to a coherent set, and how to construct the smallest such set.
Theorem 1 (Natural extension). LetK be a linear subspace of GðXÞ and let C K be a convex cone containing the zero
gamble 0. Consider an assessment A#K, and deﬁne its ðK;CÞ-natural extension:4EðK;CÞðAÞ :¼
\
fR 2 DðK;CÞðXÞ :A#Rg: ð4ÞThen the following statements are equivalent:
(i) A avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ;
(ii) A is included in some set of desirable gambles that is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ;
(iii) EðK;CÞðAÞ –K;
(iv) the set of desirable gambles EðK;CÞðAÞ is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ;
(v) EðK;CÞðAÞ is the smallest set of desirable gambles that is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ and includes A.require that C should be strictly included inK (C –K) because otherwise the ordering  would be trivial: we would have that f  g for all f ; g 2K.
sual, in this expression, we let
T ; ¼K.
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6 A re
excludeEðK;CÞðAÞ ¼ posiðK0 [AÞ: ð5Þ
This shows that if we have an assessmentA with a ﬁnite description, we can represent its natural extension on a computer
by storing a ﬁnite description of its extreme rays.2.4. Maximal coherent sets
We see that the set DðK;CÞðXÞ of all sets of desirable gambles that are coherent relative to ðK;CÞ can be partially ordered
by set inclusion # .5 Following in the footsteps of Couso and Moral [1], let us now investigate the maximal elements of this
poset in more detail.
An element R of DðK;CÞðXÞ is called maximal if it is not strictly included in any other element of DðK;CÞðXÞ, or in other
words, if adding any gamble f to R makes sure we can no longer extend the result R [ ffg to a set that is still coherent rel-
ative to ðK;CÞ:MðK;CÞðXÞ ¼ fR 2 DðK;CÞðXÞ : ð8R0 2 DðK;CÞðXÞÞðR#R0 ) R ¼ R0Þg ð6Þ
is the set of all maximal elements of DðK;CÞðXÞ.
The following proposition provides a characterisation of such maximal elements.
Proposition 2. Let K be a linear subspace of GðXÞ and let C K be a convex cone containing the zero gamble 0. Let
R 2 DðK;CÞðXÞ, then R is a maximal coherent set relative to ðK;CÞ iffð8f 2K0Þðf R R) f 2 RÞ: ð7Þ
For the following important result(s), a constructive proof can be given in case X is ﬁnite, based on the same ideas as
in [1]. They guarantee that DðK;CÞðXÞ has all the useful properties of a strong belief structure [3]. In Appendix A, we give a
non-constructive proof (based on Zorn’s Lemma) for X that may also be inﬁnite.Theorem 3. LetK be a linear subspace of GðXÞ and let C K be a convex cone containing the zero gamble 0. Consider any subset
A ofK, then A avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ iff there is some maximal R 2MðK;CÞðXÞ such that A#R.Corollary 4. LetK be a linear subspace of GðXÞ and let C K be a convex cone containing the zero gamble 0. Consider any sub-
set A ofK, thenEðK;CÞðAÞ ¼
\
fR 2MðK;CÞðXÞ :A#Rg: ð8Þ3. An important special case
We now turn to the important special case, commonly considered in the literature [20,28], where K ¼ GðXÞ and
C ¼ Gþ0 ðXÞ is the cone of all non-negative gambles, for which the associated partial order  is the point-wise ordering P.
If R avoids non-positivity relative to GðXÞ;Gþ0 ðXÞ
 
, we simply say that R avoids non-positivity: GðXÞ \ posiðRÞ ¼ ;.6
Similarly, if R is coherent relative to GðXÞ;Gþ0 ðXÞ
 
, we simply say that R is coherent, and we denote the set of coherent
sets of desirable gambles by DðXÞ. In this case, the coherence conditions D1–D5 are to be seen as rationality criteria. In par-
ticular, D2 is now an ‘accepting partial gain’ condition: Gþ0 ðXÞ#R. D5 is an ‘avoiding partial loss’ condition, together with the
convention that the zero gamble is never considered desirable. We give two illustrations, the ﬁrst is a general one and the
second models certainty about x happening. The dashed line indicates a non-included border.s structure is a complete meet-semilattice, where intersection plays the role of inﬁmum.
lated, but weaker condition, is thatR avoids partial loss, meaning that f ¥0 for all gambles f in posiðRÞ. We need the stronger condition because we have
d the zero gamble from being desirable.
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 
-natural extension of an assessment A#GðXÞ is simply denoted by EðAÞ, and is called the natural
extension ofA. In that case we can visualise Eq. (5), i.e., natural extension as a positive hull operation, with a small illustra-
tion:
More generally, consider a linear subspaceK of GðXÞ, and let C ¼ ff 2K : f P 0g ¼ Gþ0 ðXÞ \K be the cone of all non-
negative gambles in that subspace. If a set R#K is coherent relative to K;Gþ0 ðXÞ \K
 
, we also say that is coherent relative
toK.
In Sections 4.9 and 5, we shall come across other useful types of coherence, relative to more involved structuresK and C.
3.1. Weakly desirable gambles, previsions and marginally desirable gambles
We now deﬁne weak desirability: a useful modiﬁcation of Walley’s [27, Section 3.7] notion of almost-desirability. Our con-
ditions for a gamble f to be weakly desirable are more stringent than Walley’s for almost-desirability: he only requires that
adding any constant strictly positive amount of utility to f should make the resulting gamble desirable. We require that add-
ing anything desirable (be it constant or not) to f should make the resulting gamble desirable. Weak desirability is better
behaved under updating: we shall see in Proposition 15 that it makes sure that the exchangeability of a set of desirable gam-
bles, whose deﬁnition hinges on the notion of weak desirability, is preserved under updating after observing a sample. This is
not necessarily true if weak desirability is replaced by almost-desirability in the deﬁnition of exchangeability, as was for in-
stance done in our earlier work [4].
Deﬁnition 2 (Weak desirability). Consider a coherent set R of desirable gambles. Then a gamble f is called weakly desirable if
f þ f 0 is desirable for all desirable f 0, i.e., if f þ f 0 2 R for all f 0 in R. We denote the set of weakly desirable gambles by DR:7 ComDR ¼ ff 2 GðXÞ : f þR#Rg: ð9ÞIn particular, every desirable gamble is also weakly desirable, so R#DR.Proposition 5. LetR be a coherent set of desirable gambles, and letDR be the associated set of weakly desirable gambles. ThenDR
has the following properties, for all gambles f, f1, and f2 in GðXÞ and all real kP 0:
WD1. if f < 0 then f R DR, or equivalently G0 ðXÞ \DR ¼ ; [avoiding partial loss]:7
WD2. if f P 0 then f 2 DR, or equivalently Gþ0 ðXÞ#DR [accepting partial gain];
WD3. if f 2 DR then kf 2 DR [scaling];
WD4. if f1; f2 2 DR then f1 þ f2 2 DR [combination].
Like R; DR is a convex cone.
With a set of gambles A, we associate a lower prevision PA and an upper prevision PA by lettingPAðf Þ :¼ supfl 2 R : f  l 2Ag; ð10Þ
PAðf Þ :¼ inffl 2 R : l f 2Ag ð11Þfor all gambles f. Observe that PA and PA always satisfy the conjugacy relation PAðf Þ ¼ PAðf Þ. We call a real functional P on
GðXÞ a coherent lower prevision if there is some coherent set of desirable gambles R on GðXÞ such that P ¼ PR.
Theorem 6. Let R be a coherent set of desirable gambles. Then PR is real-valued, PR ¼ PDR , and PRðf ÞP 0 for all f 2 DR.
Moreover, a real functional P is a coherent lower prevision iff it satisﬁes the following properties, for all gambles f1 and f2 in GðXÞ
and all real kP 0:
P1. Pðf ÞP inf f [accepting sure gain];
P2. Pðf1 þ f2ÞP Pðf1Þ þ Pðf2Þ [super-additivity];
P3. Pðkf Þ ¼ kPðf Þ [non-negative homogeneity].pare this to the less stringent requirement for almost-desirability [27, Section 3.7.3]: if f 2 DR then sup f P 0 [avoiding sure loss].
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vision can be seen as an expectation operator associated with a (ﬁnitely additive) probability. Using Proposition 2, it is
not difﬁcult to prove that the lower prevision PR associated with a maximal coherent set R is a linear prevision.8
Finally, we turn to marginal desirability. Given a coherent set of desirable gamblesR, we deﬁne the associated set ofmar-
ginally desirable gambles as8 TheMR :¼ ff  PRðf Þ : f 2 GðXÞg: ð12Þ
The set of marginally desirable gamblesMR is completely determined by the lower prevision PR. The converse is also true.
Proposition 7. Let R be a coherent set of desirable gambles. Then PMR ¼ PR andMR ¼MPR :¼ ff 2 GðXÞ : PRðf Þ ¼ 0g: ð13ÞThe set of marginally desirable gamblesMR is the entire cone surface of R and DR, possibly including gambles that incur
a partial (but not a sure) loss.
When R is maximal,MR constitutes a hyperplane.
3.2. Updating sets of desirable gambles
Consider a set of desirable gambles R on X. With a non-empty subset B of X, we associate an updated set of desirable
gambles on X, as deﬁned by Walley [28]:RkB :¼ ff 2 GðXÞ : IBf 2 Rg: ð14Þ
We ﬁnd it more convenient to work with the following, slightly different but completely equivalent, version:RjB :¼ ff 2 R : IBf ¼ fg ¼ R \ GðXÞjB; ð15Þ
which completely determines RkB: for all f 2 GðXÞ,f 2 RkB() IBf 2 RjB: ð16Þ
In our version, updating corresponds to intersecting the convex cone R with the linear subspace GðXÞjB, which results in a
convex cone RjB of lower dimension. And since we can uniquely identify a gamble f ¼ IBf in GðXÞjB with a gamble on B,
namely its restriction fB to B, and vice versa, we can also identify RjB with a set of desirable gambles on B:RcB :¼ ffB : f 2 RjBg ¼ ffB : f 2 RkBg#GðBÞ: ð17ÞProposition 8. If R is a coherent set of desirable gambles on X, then RjB is coherent relative to GðXÞjB, or equivalently, RcB is a
coherent set of desirable gambles on B.
Our subject takes RjB (or RcB) as his set of desirable gambles contingent on observing the event B.
4. Finite exchangeable sequences
Now that we have become better versed in the theory of sets of desirable gambles, we are going to focus on the ﬁrst main
topic: reasoning about ﬁnite exchangeable sequences. We ﬁrst show how they are related to count vectors (Section 4.1).
Then we are ready to give a desirability-based deﬁnition of exchangeability (Section 4.2) and treat natural extension
and updating under exchangeability (Sections 4.3 and 4.4). After presenting our Finite Representation Theorem (Section 4.5),
we can show what natural extension and updating under exchangeability look like in terms of the count vectorproof for ﬁnite X, given in [1], can be trivially extended to the inﬁnite case. See also the proof of Proposition 24 in Appendix A.
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present a version of the Representation Theorem in terms of frequency vectors (Section 4.9).
Consider random variables X1; . . . ;XN taking values in a non-empty ﬁnite set X,9 where N 2 N0, i.e., a positive (non-zero)
integer. The possibility space is X ¼ XN .
4.1. Count vectors
We denote by x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ an arbitrary element of XN . PN is the set of all permutations p of the index set f1; . . . ;Ng.
With any such permutation p, we associate a permutation of XN , also denoted by p, and deﬁned by ðpxÞk ¼ xpðkÞ, or in other
words, pðx1; . . . ; xNÞ ¼ ðxpð1Þ; . . . ; xpðNÞÞ. Similarly, we lift p to a permutation pt of GðXNÞ by letting pt f ¼ f  p, so
ðpt f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðpxÞ.
The permutation invariant atoms ½x	 :¼ fpx : p 2 PNg, x 2 XN are the smallest permutation invariant subsets of XN . We
introduce the counting map9 A lo
not con
10 NotTN : XN !NN : x# TNðxÞ; ð18Þ
where TNðxÞ is the X-tuple with componentsTNz ðxÞ :¼ jfk 2 f1; . . . ;Ng : xk ¼ zgj for all z 2 X; ð19Þ
and the set of possible count vectors is given byNN :¼ m 2 NX :
X
x2X
mx ¼ N
( )
: ð20ÞIf m ¼ TNðxÞ, then ½x	 ¼ fy 2 XN : TNðyÞ ¼ mg, so the atom ½x	 is completely determined by the count vector m of all its the
elements, and is therefore also denoted by ½m	.
Example 1 (Running example). To familiarise ourselves with some of the concepts introduced, we will use a running
example, in which we assume a sample space X :¼ fb;wg (for black and white – the colours of marbles drawn from an urn
containing a mixture of such marbles). Consider the situation N :¼ 2, thenXN ¼ fb;wg2 ¼ fðb; bÞ; ðb;wÞ; ðw; bÞ; ðw;wÞg and NN ¼ fð2;0Þ; ð1;1Þ; ð0;2Þg:
Their correspondence and the non-trivial permutations are implicitly given by½2;0	 ¼ fðb; bÞg; ½1;1	 ¼ fðb;wÞ; ðw; bÞg; ½0;2	 ¼ fðw;wÞg:r4.2. Deﬁning exchangeability
If a subject assesses that X1; . . . ;XN are exchangeable, this means that for any gamble f and any permutation p, he ﬁnds
exchanging pt f for f weakly desirable, because he is indifferent between them [cf. 27, Section 4.1.1]. LetDPN :¼ ff  ptf : f 2 GðXNÞ and p 2 PNg; ð21Þ
then we should have that DPN #DR.
10 This is the basis for our deﬁnition of exchangeability.
What we would like to do now, is to provide alternative characterisations of exchangeability. These will be useful for the
further development, and provide additional insight into what an assessment of exchangeability amounts to.
We begin by deﬁning a special linear transformation exN of the linear space of gambles GðXNÞ:exN : GðXNÞ ! GðXNÞ : f # exNðf Þ :¼ 1
N!
X
p2PN
ptf : ð22ÞThe idea behind this linear transformation exN is that it renders a gamble f insensitive to permutation by replacing it with the
uniform average exNðf Þ of all its permutations pt f . Indeed, observe that for all gambles f and all permutations p:exNðpt f Þ ¼ exNðf Þ and ptðexNðf ÞÞ ¼ exNðf Þ: ð23Þ
So exNðf Þ is permutation invariant and therefore constant on the permutation invariant atoms ½m	, and it assumes the same
value for all gambles that can be related to each other through some permutation. But then, what is the value that exNðf Þ
assumes on each such permutation invariant atom ½m	? It is not difﬁcult to see thatt of functions and sets introduced below will depend on the set X. We do not indicate this explicitly, to not overburden the notation and because we do
sider different sets of values in this paper.
e that the gambles in DPN cannot be assumed to be desirable, because DPN does not avoid non-positivity.
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X
m2NN
HyNð
jmÞI½m	; ð24Þor in other words, the gamble exNðf Þ assumes the constant value HyNðf jmÞ on ½m	, where we letHyNðf jmÞ :¼ 1j½m	j
X
y2½m	
f ðyÞ and j½m	j ¼ N
m
 
:¼ N!Q
z2X
mz!
: ð25ÞHyNð
jmÞ is the linear expectation operator associated with the uniform distribution on the invariant atom ½m	. It character-
ises a (multivariate) hyper-geometric distribution [15, Section 39.2], associated with random sampling without replacement
from an urn with N balls of types X, whose composition is characterised by the count vector m.Example 2. To get some feeling for what this means, let us go back to our running example X :¼ fb;wg and let N :¼ 4 and
m ¼ ðmb;mwÞ :¼ ð2;2Þ. Then½m	 ¼ ½2;2	 ¼ fðw;w; b; bÞ; ðw; b;w; bÞ; ðw; b; b;wÞ; ðb; b;w;wÞ; ðb;w;w; bÞ; ðb;w; b;wÞg:Consider the event A that amongst the ﬁrst three observations, we see twice b and once w:A ¼ fðb; b;wÞ; ðb;w; bÞ; ðw; b; bÞg  fb;wg:ThenHy4ðIAj2;2Þ ¼ 14
2
  X
y2½2;2	
IAðyÞ ¼ 16 
 3 ¼
1
2is the probability of getting two black balls and one white when drawing three balls without replacement from an urn con-
taining two black and two white balls. r
So we see that the linear transformation exN is intricately linked with the N-variate hypergeometric distribution. If we
also observe that exN  exN ¼ exN , we see that exN is the linear projection operator of the linear space GðXNÞ to the linear
subspaceGPN ðXNÞ :¼ ff 2 GðXNÞ : ð8p 2 PNÞptf ¼ fg ð26Þof all permutation invariant gambles.
The linear transformation exN is also tightly connected with the previously deﬁned set DPN of gambles f  pt f that play a
role in deﬁning exchangeability. Indeed, if we look at the linear subspaceDUN that is generated by such gambles f  pt f , then
it is not hard to see thatDUN :¼ spanðDPN Þ ¼
Xn
k¼1
kkfk : nP 0; kk 2 R; f k 2 DPN
( )
ð27Þ
¼ ff  exNðf Þ : f 2 GðXNÞg ¼ ff 2 GðXNÞ : exNðf Þ ¼ 0g; ð28Þwhere ‘spanð
Þ’ denotes linear span of its argument set: the set of all linear combinations of elements from that set. The last
equality tells us that the linear subspace DUN is the kernel of the linear projection operator ex
N: it contains precisely those
gambles that are mapped to 0 by exN .Example 3. Let us return for a moment to our running example X :¼ fb;wg and N :¼ 2, thenDPN ¼ ff 2 GðXNÞ : f ðb; bÞ ¼ f ðw;wÞ ¼ 0 and f ðb;wÞ ¼ f ðw; bÞg; ð29Þand DUN ¼ DPN . Let f be some gamble on XN and f 0 :¼ exNðf Þ, thenf 0ðb; bÞ ¼ HyNðf j2; 0Þ ¼ f ðb; bÞ;
f 0ðw;wÞ ¼ HyNðf j0;2Þ ¼ f ðw;wÞ;
f 0ðb;wÞ ¼ f 0ðw; bÞ ¼ HyNðf j1;1Þ ¼ 12 ðf ðb;wÞ þ f ðw; bÞÞ:
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illustration:
We show the intersection of this plane and the range of the operator exN as well as its effect on a gamble f in GðXNÞj½1;1	. The
gamble f 00 is included to make it explicit which components are actually depicted. rDeﬁnition 3 (Exchangeability). A coherent set R of desirable gambles on XN is called exchangeable if any (and hence all) of
the following equivalent conditions is (are) satisﬁed:
(i) all gambles in DPN are weakly desirable: DPN #DR;
(ii) DPN þR#R;
(iii) all gambles in DUN are weakly desirable: DUN #DR;
(iv) DUN þR#R;
We call a coherent lower prevision P on GðXNÞ exchangeable if there is some exchangeable coherent set of desirable
gambles R such that P ¼ PR.
Because they are stated in terms of the kernelDUN of the projection operator ex
N , which we have seen is intricately linked
with (multivariate) hypergeometric distributions, conditions (iii) and (iv) of this deﬁnition are quite closely related to the
desirability version of a de Finetti-like Representation Theorem for ﬁnite exchangeable sequences in terms of sampling with-
out replacement from an urn. They allow us to talk about exchangeability without explicitly invoking permutations. This is
what we will address in Section 4.5.
Example 4. In our running example, if f 2 GðXNÞ is desirable, then because of the deﬁnition of exchangeability and Eq. (29),
all gambles in the linear subspaceff 0 2 GðXNÞ : f 0ðb; bÞ ¼ f ðb; bÞ; f 0ðw;wÞ ¼ f ðw;wÞ; f 0ðb;wÞ þ f 0ðw; bÞ ¼ f ðb;wÞ þ f ðw; bÞgare also desirable. So under exchangeability transfers between ðb;wÞ and ðw; bÞ-components are irrelevant for desirability.
This illustrates that, generally and geometrically speaking, any exchangeable set of desirable gambles R#GðXNÞ for
any X and any N > 1 must be cylindrical along the directions in the linear subspace DUN . r
A number of useful results follow from Deﬁnition 3.
Proposition 9. Let R be a coherent set of desirable gambles. If R is exchangeable then it is also permutable: pt f 2 R for all f 2 R
and all p 2 PN.
We have seen above that the gambles f  pt f inDPN span the kernelDUN of the linear operator exN that projects any gam-
ble f on its symmetrised counterpart exNðf Þ. It should therefore not come as a surprise that for an exchangeable model, we
can determine whether a gamble is desirable by looking at this symmetrised counterpart.
Proposition 10. Let R be a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles. For all gambles f and f 0 on XN:
(i) f 2 R() exNðf Þ 2 R;
(ii) If exNðf Þ ¼ exNðf 0Þ, then f 2 R() f 0 2 R.
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tion of sets of desirable gambles.
Theorem 11. Let P be a coherent lower prevision on GðXNÞ. Then the following statements are equivalent:11
(i) P is exchangeable;
(ii) Pðf Þ ¼ Pðf Þ ¼ 0 for all f 2 DPN ;
(iii) Pðf Þ ¼ Pðf Þ ¼ 0 for all f 2 DUN .
4.3. Exchangeable natural extension
Let us denote the set of all coherent and exchangeable sets of desirable gambles on XN byDexðXNÞ :¼ fR 2 DðXNÞ : DUN þR#Rg: ð31Þ
This set is closed under arbitrary non-empty intersections. We shall see further on in Corollary 14 that it is also non-empty,
and therefore has a smallest element.
Suppose our subject has an assessment, or in other words, a setA of gambles on XN that he ﬁnds desirable. Then we can
ask if there is some coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles R that includesA. In other words, we want a set of
desirable gambles R to satisfy the requirements: (i) R is coherent; (ii)A#R; and (iii) DUN þR#R. The intersection
T
i2IRi
of an arbitrary non-empty family of sets of desirable gambles Ri, i 2 I that satisfy these requirements, will satisfy these
requirements as well. This is the idea behind the following deﬁnition and results.
Deﬁnition 4 (Avoiding non-positivity under exchangeability). We say that a set A of gambles on XN avoids non-positivity
under exchangeability if ½Gþ0 ðXNÞ [A	 þDUN avoids non-positivity.Proposition 12
(i) ; avoids non-positivity under exchangeability.
(ii) A non-empty set of gambles A on XN avoids non-positivity under exchangeability iff AþDUN avoids non-positivity.Example 5. For our running example, avoiding non-positivity under exchangeability is best illustrated graphically—again in
the plane GðXNÞj½1;1	—for the case that the given assessment A  GðXNÞj½1;1	 avoids non-positivity, but not so under
exchangeability:
(As a reminder: GðXNÞj½1;1	 ¼ ff 2 GðXNÞ : f ðb; bÞ ¼ f ðw;wÞ ¼ 0g.)rTheorem 13 (Exchangeable natural extension). Consider a set A of gambles on XN, and deﬁne its exchangeable natural
extension ENexðAÞ byENexðAÞ :¼
\
fR 2 DexðXNÞ :¼A#Rg: ð32Þalso shows that the exchangeability of a lower prevision can also be expressed using marginally desirable gambles (see [23, Section 3.1.1]).
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(i) A avoids non-positivity under exchangeability;
(ii) A is included in some coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles;
(iii) ENexðAÞ– GðXNÞ;
(iv) ENexðAÞ is a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles;
(v) ENexðAÞ is the smallest coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles that includes A.
When any (and hence all) of these equivalent statements hold, then12 Her
they takENexðAÞ ¼ posi DUN þ Gþ0 ðXNÞ [A
   ð33Þ
¼ DUN þ EðAÞ: ð34ÞExample 6. Exchangeable natural extension is again best illustrated graphically. We use an assessment A  GðXNÞj½1;1	
that avoids non-positivity under exchangeability and contrast natural extension with exchangeable natural
extension:
Only the parts of an assessment that fall outside ofRNex;v have a nontrivial impact. This is something that cannot be illustrated
in the context of drawings as these, but think about what the extensions would look like if the assessment would consist of
the singleton ffg with f ðb; bÞ ¼ f ðw;wÞ ¼ 1 and f ðb;wÞ ¼ f ðw; bÞ ¼ 0: the natural extension EðffgÞ consists of all gambles
lkf þ ð1 lÞg, with l 2 ½0;1	, k 2 Rþ0 , and g 2 Gþ0 ðXNÞ, so the exchangeable natural extension ENexðffgÞ consists of all gambles
qhþ lkf þ ð1 lÞg, where additionally q 2 R and hðb;wÞ ¼ hðw; bÞ ¼ 1 and hðb; bÞ ¼ hðw;wÞ ¼ 0.r
Eq. (34) shows that if we have an assessmentA with a ﬁnite description, it is possible, but not necessarily very efﬁcient,
to represent its exchangeable natural extension on a computer: besides the ﬁnite description of its extreme rays of EðAÞ, we
need to account for taking the Minkowski sum with DUN . We shall see further on in Theorem 19 that this extra complication
can be circumvented by working with so-called count representations.
There is always a most conservative exchangeable belief model, which represents the effects of making only an assess-
ment of exchangeability, and nothing more.
Corollary 14. The set DexðXNÞ is non-empty, and has a smallest elementRNex;v :¼ ENexð;Þ ¼ DUN þ Gþ0 ðXNÞ: ð35Þ4.4. Updating exchangeable models
Consider an exchangeable and coherent set of desirable gambles R on XN , and assume that we have observed the values
x ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ of the ﬁrst n variables X1; . . . ;Xn, and that we want to make inferences about the remaining n^ :¼ N  n vari-
ables. To do this, we simply update the set R with the event Cx :¼ fxg Xn^, to obtain the set RjCx, also denoted as
Rjx :¼ ff 2 R : f ICx ¼ fg. As we have seen in Section 3.2, this set can be identiﬁed with a coherent set of desirable gambles
on Xn^, which we denote by Rcx. With obvious notations:12e and further on we silently use cylindrical extension on gambles, i.e., let them ‘depend’ on extra variables whose value does not inﬂuence the value
e.
Fig. 1.
isomor
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We already know that updating preserves coherence. We now see that this type of updating on an observed sample also pre-
serves exchangeability.
Proposition 15. Consider x 2 Xn and a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles R on XN. Then Rcx is a coherent and
exchangeable set of desirable gambles on Xn^.
We also introduce another type of updating, where we observe a count vector m 2Nn, and we update the set R with the
set C m :¼ ½ m	 Xn^, to obtain the set RjC m, also denoted as Rj m :¼ ff 2 R : f IC m ¼ fg. This set can be identiﬁed with a coher-
ent set of desirable gambles on Xn^, which we also denote by Rc m. With obvious notations:Rc m :¼ ff 2 GðXn^Þ : f IC m 2 Rg: ð37Þ
Interestingly, the count vector m for an observed sample x is a sufﬁcient statistic in that it extracts from x all the information
that is needed to characterise the updated model.
Proposition 16 (Sufﬁciency of observed count vectors). Consider x; y 2 Xn and a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable
gambles R on XN. If y 2 ½x	, or in other words if TnðxÞ ¼ TnðyÞ ¼: m, then Rcx ¼ Rcy ¼ Rc m.4.5. Finite representation
We can use the symmetry that an assessment of exchangeability generates to represent an exchangeable coherent set of
desirable gambles in a much more economical, or condensed, fashion. This has already been made apparent in
Proposition 10, where we saw that the desirability of any gamble f can be determined by looking at the desirability of its
symmetrised counterpart exNðf Þ. We have seen that this projection exNðf Þ of f onto the linear subspace GPN ðXNÞ of permu-
tation invariant gambles assumes the constant value HyNðf jmÞ on the permutation invariant atoms ½m	, m 2NN .
Now, since a gamble is permutation invariant if and only if it is constant on these permutation invariant atoms, we can
identify permutation invariant gambles on XN with gambles onNN . This identiﬁcation is made more formal using the fol-
lowing linear isomorphism CoN between the linear spaces GðNNÞ and GPN ðXNÞ:CoN : GðNNÞ ! GPN ðXNÞ : g#CoNðgÞ :¼ g  TN; ð38Þ
so CoNðgÞ is the permutation invariant gamble on XN that assumes the constant value gðmÞ on the invariant atom ½m	.
Through the mediation of this identiﬁcation CoN , we can use the projection operator exN to turn a gamble f on XN into a
gamble onNN , as follows:HyN : GðXNÞ ! GðNNÞ : f#HyNðf Þ :¼ HyNðf j
Þ; ð39Þso HyNðf Þ is the gamble on NN that assumes the value HyNðf jmÞ in the count vector m 2NN . By deﬁnition,
exNðf Þ ¼ CoNðHyNðf ÞÞ for all f 2 GðXnÞ, and similarly HyNðCoNðgÞÞ ¼ g, for all g 2 GðNNÞ. Hence:exN ¼ CoN HyN and HyN  CoN ¼ idGðNN Þ: ð40ÞSince exN is a projection operator, its restriction to GPN ðXNÞ is the identity map, and therefore we infer from Eq. (40) that the
restriction of HyN to GPN ðXNÞ is the inverse of CoN , and therefore also a linear isomorphism between GPN ðXNÞ and GðNNÞ.Single sequence length commutative diagram. Single arrows indicate linear monomorphisms (injective). Double arrows indicate linear
phisms (bijective).
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Also taking into account the linearity of HyN and Eq. (22), this leads toHyNðexNðf ÞÞ ¼ HyNðf Þ: ð42Þ
The relationships between the three important linear maps exN; HyN and CoN we have introduced above are clariﬁed by
the commutative diagram in Fig. 1. (The bottom part of the diagram can be safely ignored for now.)
Example 7. In the context of our running example, we have the following: take some gamble f on XN and let g :¼ HyNðf Þ,
thengð2;0Þ ¼ f ðb; bÞ; gð0;2Þ ¼ f ðw;wÞ; gð1;1Þ ¼ 12 ðf ðb;wÞ þ f ðw; bÞÞ:
Conversely, take some gamble g onNN and let f :¼ CoNðgÞ, thenf ðb; bÞ ¼ gð2;0Þ; f ðw;wÞ ¼ gð0;2Þ; f ðb;wÞ ¼ f ðw; bÞ ¼ gð1;1Þ:rFor every gamble f on XN , f ¼ exNðf Þ þ ½ f  exNðf Þ	, so it can be decomposed as a sum of a permutation invariant gamble
exNðf Þ and an element f  exNðf Þ of the kernel DUN of the linear projection operator exN . Elements of this kernel are, by def-
inition, irrelevant as far as desirability under exchangeability is concerned, so the only part of this decomposition that mat-
ters is the element exNðf Þ of GPN ðXNÞ. Since we have seen that HyN acts as a linear isomorphism between the linear spaces
GPN ðXNÞ and GðNNÞ, we now investigate whether we can use HyN to represent a coherent and exchangeableR by some set of
desirable count gambles onNN .Theorem 17 (Finite Representation). A set of desirable gamblesR on XN is coherent and exchangeable iff there is some coherent
set S of desirable gambles onNN such thatR ¼ ðHyNÞ1ðSÞ; ð43Þ
and in that case this S is uniquely determined byS ¼ fg 2 GðNNÞ : CoNðgÞ 2 Rg ¼ HyNðRÞ: ð44ÞThis leads to the following representation result for lower previsions, formulated without the mediation of coherent sets
of desirable gambles.Corollary 18. A lower prevision P on GðXNÞ is coherent and exchangeable iff there is some coherent lower prevision Q on GðNNÞ
such that P ¼ Q HyN. In that case Q is uniquely determined by Q ¼ P  CoN.
We call the set S and the lower prevision Q the count representations of the exchangeable set R and the exchangeable
lower prevision P, respectively. Our Finite Representation Theorem allows us to give an appealing geometrical interpretation
to the notions of exchangeability and representation. The exchangeability of Rmeans that it is completely determined by its
count representation HyNðRÞ, or what amounts to the same thing since CoN is a linear isomorphism: by its projection exNðRÞ
on the linear space of all permutation invariant gambles. This turns count vectors into useful sufﬁcient statistics (compare
with Proposition 16), because the dimension of GðNNÞ is typically much smaller than that of GðXNÞ. To give an easy example:
when X has two elements, GðXNÞ has dimension 2N , whereas the dimension of GðNNÞ is only N þ 1.
4.6. Exchangeable natural extension and representation
The exchangeable natural extension is easy to calculate using natural extension in terms of count representations, and the
following simple result therefore has important consequences for practical implementations of reasoning and inference un-
der exchangeability.
Theorem 19. Let A be a set of gambles on XN, then
(i) A avoids non-positivity under exchangeability iff HyNðAÞ avoids non-positivity.
(ii) HyNðENexðAÞÞ ¼ EðHyNðAÞÞ.
This result gives us an extra approach to calculating the exchangeable natural extension of an assessment. It reduces cal-
culating the exchangeable natural extension to calculating a natural extension in the lower dimensional space of count gam-
bles. The commutative diagram that corresponds to it is given in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The relationship between exchangeable natural extension and count representation natural extension. The arrows indicate monomorphisms
(injective).
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Suppose, as in Section 4.4, that we update a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles R after observing a sam-
ple x with count vector m. This leads to an updated coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles Rcx ¼ Rc m on Xn^.
Here, we take a closer look at the corresponding set of desirable gambles onNn^, which we denote (symbolically) by Sc m.
(But we do not want to suggest with this notation that this is in some way an updated set of gambles!) The Finite Represen-
tation Theorem 17 tells us that Sc m ¼ Hyn^ðRc mÞ, but is there a direct way to infer the count representation Sc m of Rc m
from the count representation S ¼ HyNðRÞ of R?
To show that there is, we need to introduce two new notions: the likelihood functionL m :Nn^ ! R : m^# L mðm^Þ :¼ j½
m	jj½m^	j
j½ mþ m^	j ; ð45Þassociated with sampling without replacement, and the linear map þ m from the linear space GðNn^Þ to the linear space
GðNNÞ given byþ m : GðNn^Þ ! GðNNÞ : g# þ mg; ð46Þ
whereþ mgðMÞ ¼
gðM  mÞ if M P m;
0 otherwise:

ð47ÞProposition 20. Consider a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles R on XN, with count representationS. LetSc m
be the count representation of the coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles Rc m, obtained after updating R with a
sample x with count vector m. ThenSc m ¼ fg 2 GðNn^Þ : þ mðL mgÞ 2 Sg: ð48ÞExample 8. In the context of our running example, where, recall, X :¼ fb;wg and N :¼ 2, let n^ :¼ 1 and x :¼ w with count
vector m ¼ ð1;0Þ. Take g to be some gamble onNn^ and let g0 :¼ þ mðL mgÞ, theng0ð2;0Þ ¼ gð1;0Þ; g0ð0;2Þ ¼ 0; g0ð1;1Þ ¼ 12 gð0;1Þ:
So g 2Sc m if g0 2S. Contrast this with updating S with the information that one of the two observations is w, i.e., with
conditioning event f mg þNn^ ¼ fð2;0Þ; ð1;1Þg. In that case g 2Scðf mg þNn^Þ if g00 2S, whereg00ð2;0Þ ¼ gð1;0Þ; g00ð0;2Þ ¼ 0; g00ð1;1Þ ¼ gð0;1Þ:r4.8. Multinomial processes
Next, we turn to a number of important ideas related to multinomial processes. They are at the same time useful for com-
parisons with the existing literature, and essential for our treatment of countable exchangeable sequences in Section 5.
Consider the X-simplexRX :¼ h 2 RX : hP 0 and
X
x2X
hx ¼ 1
( )
ð49Þand, for N 2 N0, the linear map CoMnN from GðNNÞ to GðRXÞ deﬁned by
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Þ; ð50Þ
where for all h 2 RX,CoMnNðgjhÞ :¼
X
m2NN
gðmÞBmðhÞ ð51Þis the expectation associated with the count multinomial distribution with parameters N and h, and Bm is the multivariate
Bernstein (basis) polynomial of degree N given byBmðhÞ :¼
N
m
 Y
z2X
hmzz ¼ j½m	j
Y
z2X
hmzz : ð52ÞCoMnNðfmgjhÞ ¼ BmðhÞ is the probability of observing a count vector m in a multinomial process where the possible out-
comes z 2 X have probability hz.
We also consider the related linear map MnN from GðXNÞ to GðRXÞ deﬁned by
MnN : GðXNÞ ! GðRXÞ : f#MnNðf Þ ¼MnNðf j
Þ; ð53Þwhere for all h 2 RX,
MnNðf jhÞ :¼
X
m2NN
HyNðf jmÞBmðhÞ ð54Þis the expectation associated with the multinomial distribution with parameters N and h. We then have thatCoMnN ¼MnN  CoN and MnN ¼ CoMnN HyN: ð55Þ
If we consider a sequence of observations x with count vector m, then MnNðfxgjhÞ ¼ BmðhÞ=j½m	j ¼
Q
z2Xh
mz
z is the probability
of observing this sequence in a multinomial process where the possible outcomes z 2 X have probability hz.
The Bernstein basis polynomials Bm; m 2NN form a basis for the linear spaceVNðRXÞ of all polynomials on RX of degree
up to N. This means that for each polynomial p whose degree degðpÞ does not exceed N, there is a unique gamble bNp onNN
such that p ¼ CoMnNðbNp Þ. We denote by VNðRXÞ the linear space of all polynomials on RX. More details on Bernstein basis
polynomials can be found in Appendix B.
Example 9. For our running example, the unit simplex RX ¼ Rfb;wg is a line of unit length; frequency vectors ðhb; hwÞ can be
parametrised by hb 2 ½0;1	, as hw ¼ 1 hb. One of the line’s extreme points corresponds to the frequency vector (1,0), ‘b’, the
other to the frequency vector (0,1), ‘w’.
The Bernstein basis polynomials for the case N ¼ 2 are given on the top row; on the bottom row, we give the polynomial
CoMnNðgÞ corresponding to the gamble g onNN deﬁned by gð2;0Þ ¼ gð0;2Þ ¼ gð1;1Þ ¼ 1.r4.9. Finite representation in terms of polynomials
We see that the range of the linear maps CoMnN and MnN is the linear space VNðRXÞ. Moreover, since for every
polynomial p of degree up to N, i.e., for every p 2VNðRXÞ, there is a unique count gamble bNp 2 GðNNÞ such that
p ¼ CoMnNðbNp Þ; CoMnN is a linear isomorphism between the linear spaces GðNNÞ and VNðRXÞ. The relationships between
the ﬁve important linear maps we have introduced so far are clariﬁed by the commutative diagram in Fig. 1.
In summary, everything that can be expressed using the language of gambles onNN , can also be expressed using the lan-
guage of polynomial gambles on RX of degree up to N, and vice versa. Again, as explained above, the fundamental reason why
this is possible, is that the Bernstein basis polynomials of degree N constitute a basis for the linear space of all polynomials of
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CoMnN and its inverse are the tools that take care of the translation between the two languages. This is essentially what is
behind the Representation Theorem for countable exchangeable sequences that we will turn to in Section 5.
In order to lay the proper foundations for this work, we now prove a version of the Finite Representation Theorem in
terms of polynomial gambles of degree N on RX, rather than count gambles onNN .
Deﬁnition 5 (Bernstein coherence). We call a setH of polynomials inVNðRXÞ Bernstein coherent at degree N if it satisﬁes the
following properties: for all p; p1; p2 2VNðRXÞ and all real k > 0,
BN1. if p ¼ 0 then p RH;
BN2. if p is such that b
N
p > 0 then p 2H;
BN3. if p 2H then kp 2H;
BN4. if p1; p2 2H then p1 þ p2 2H.
Bernstein coherence at degree N is very closely related to coherence, the only difference being that we do not consider
whether a polynomial p is positive, but whether its Bernstein expansion bNp is. This means that models in terms of sequences
or count vectors are authoritative over those in terms of frequency vectors in the sense that polynomials are not directly
behaviourally interpreted as gambles. This is related to the fact that not all possible frequency vectors can practically be
observed.
Example 10. Any polynomial with a positive expansion in terms of Bernstein basis polynomials is positive. But the pair
ðg;CoMnNðgÞÞ of Example 9 shows that a polynomial can be positive, while its Bernstein expansion is not. So the smallest set
of polynomials Bernstein coherent at degree 2 is posiðfBð2;0Þ;Bð0;2Þ;Bð1;1ÞgÞ. Taking CoMnNðgÞ to be desirable corresponds to
the assessment that observing differing colours is less likely than observing identical ones.r
Bernstein coherence at degree N is a special case of the general concept of coherence relative to ðK;CÞ, discussed in Sec-
tion 2, whereK :¼VNðRXÞ and C is the convex cone of all polynomials of degree at most N with a non-negative expansion
bNp in the Bernstein basis of degree N:C :¼ p 2VNðRXÞ : bNp P 0
n o
: ð56ÞTheorem 21 (Finite Representation). A set of desirable gambles R on XN, with count representation S :¼ HyNðRÞ, is coherent
and exchangeable iff there is some subsetH of VNðRXÞ, Bernstein coherent at degree N, such thatR ¼ ðMnNÞ1ðHÞ or equivalently S ¼ ðCoMnNÞ1ðHÞ; ð57Þ
and in that case thisH is uniquely determined byH ¼MnNðRÞ ¼ CoMnNðSÞ: ð58ÞWe call the setH ¼MnNðRÞ the frequency representation of the coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles R.5. Countable exchangeable sequences
With the experience gained in investigating ﬁnite exchangeable sequences, we are now ready to tackle the problem of
reasoning about countably inﬁnite exchangeable sequences, our second main topic. The ﬁrst step is to use the ﬁnite fre-
quency representation results of Sections 4.8 and 4.9 to ﬁnd a Representation Theorem for inﬁnite exchangeable sequences
(Section 5.1). We can then show what updating and natural extension look like in terms of this frequency representation
(respectively Section 5.2 and Sections 5.4 and 5.5).
5.1. Inﬁnite representation
We consider a countable sequence X1; . . . ;XN; . . . of random variables assuming values in the same ﬁnite set X. We call
this sequence exchangeable if each of its ﬁnite subsequences is, or equivalently, if for all n 2 N0, the random variables
X1; . . . ;Xn are exchangeable.
How can we model this? First of all, this means that for each n 2 N0, there is a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable
gambles Rn on Xn. Equivalently, we have a coherent set of desirable gambles (count representation) Sn :¼ HynðRnÞ onNn,
or a set (frequency representation)Hn :¼MnnðRnÞ ¼ CoMnnðSnÞ of polynomials inVNðRXÞ, Bernstein coherent at degree n.
In addition, there is a time-consistency constraint. Consider the following linear projection operators, with n1 6 n2:projn1n2 : X
n2 ! Xn1 : ðx1; . . . ; xn2 Þ # projn1n2 ðx1; . . . ; xn2 Þ :¼ ðx1; . . . ; xn1 Þ: ð59Þ
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follows:extn2n1 : GðXn1 Þ ! GðXn2 Þ : f#extn2n1 ðf Þ ¼ f  proj
n1
n2
: ð60ÞIn other words, extn2n1 ðf Þ is the cylindrical extension of the gamble f on Xn1 to a gamble on Xn2 .
Time-consistency now means that if we consider a gamble on Xn2 that really only depends on the ﬁrst n1 variables, it
should not matter, as far as its desirability is concerned, whether we consider it to be a gamble on Xn1 or a gamble
on Xn2 . More formally:ð8n1 6 n2Þextn2n1 ðRn1 Þ ¼ Rn2 \ extn2n1 ðGðXn1 ÞÞ: ð61Þ
How can we translate this constraint in terms of the count representations Sn or the frequency representationsHn? Using
the Finite Representation Theorem 17, we see that f 2 Rnk () Hynk ðf Þ 2Snk . It follows from a few algebraic manipulations
that for any gamble f on Xn1 and all M 2Nn2 :Hyn2 extn2n1 ðf ÞjM
	 

¼
X
m2Nn1
j½M m	jj½m	j
j½M	j Hy
n1 ðf jmÞ: ð62ÞSo if we introduce the linear extension map enln2n1 from the linear space GðNn1 Þ to the linear space GðNn2 Þ as follows:enln2n1 : GðNn1 Þ ! GðNn2 Þ : g#enl
n2
n1
ðgÞ :¼
X
m2Nn1
j½
 m	jj½m	j
j½
	j gðmÞ; ð63Þthis can be summarised succinctly as:Hyn2  extn2n1 ¼ enl
n2
n1
Hyn1 ; ð64Þand we see that the time-consistency requirement (61) is then equivalent to [see Appendix A for a detailed proof]:ð8n1 6 n2Þenln2n1 ðSn1 Þ ¼Sn2 \ enl
n2
n1
ðGðNn1 ÞÞ; ð65Þwhich is in turn equivalent to [see Appendix A for a detailed proof]:ð8n1 6 n2ÞHn1 ¼Hn2 \Vn1 ðRXÞ: ð66Þ
We see that the time consistency condition can be most elegantly expressed in terms of the frequency representations.
Example 11. Let us illustrate the newly introduced operators in the context of our running example. Take n1 :¼ 1, n1 :¼ 2,
and f a gamble on Xn1 ; let f 0 :¼ extn2n1 ðf Þ, thenf 0ðb; bÞ ¼ f 0ðb;wÞ ¼ f ðbÞ and f 0ðw;wÞ ¼ f 0ðw; bÞ ¼ f ðwÞ:
Now take a gamble g onNn1 ; and let g0 :¼ enln2n1 ðgÞ, theng0ð2;0Þ ¼ gð1;0Þ; g0ð0;2Þ ¼ gð0;1Þ; g0ð1;1Þ ¼ 12 ðgð1;0Þ þ gð0;1ÞÞ:rWe call the family Rn; n 2 N0 time-consistent, coherent and exchangeable when each member Rn is coherent and
exchangeable, and when the family Rn, n 2 N0 satisﬁes Eq. (61).
The (count) multinomial expectations introduced in the previous section also satisfy a nice time consistency property. If
we consider a gamble f1 on Xn1 , then we can also consider it as a gamble extn2n1 ðf1Þ on Xn2 , and of course both versions of this
gamble should have the same multinomial expectation. This leads to the following identities:Mnn2  extn2n1 ¼Mn
n1 and CoMnn2  enln2n1 ¼ CoMn
n1 ; ð67Þwhere the second identity follows from combining the ﬁrst with Eqs. (64) and (55).
The relationships between three of the linear maps we encountered earlier and the maps related to time-consistency
introduced here are clariﬁed by the commutative diagrams in Fig. 3.
We can generalise the concept of Bernstein coherence given in Deﬁnition 5 to sets of polynomials of arbitrary degree.
Deﬁnition 6 (Bernstein coherence). We call a setH of polynomials inVðRXÞ Bernstein coherent if it satisﬁes the following
properties: for all p; p1; p2 2VðRXÞ and all real k > 0,B1. if p ¼ 0 then p RH;
B2. if p is such that bnp > 0 for some nP degðpÞ, then p 2H;
B3. if p 2H then kp 2H;
B4. if p1; p2 2H then p1 þ p2 2H.
Fig. 3. Different sequence length commutative diagram. Single arrows indicate linear monomorphisms (injective). Double arrows indicate linear
isomorphisms (bijective).
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for a proof]:
B5. If p is such that bnp 6 0 for some nP degðpÞ, then p RH.
This type of Bernstein coherence is again very closely related to coherence, the only difference being that not all positive
polynomials, but rather all polynomials with some positive Bernstein expansion are required to belong to a Bernstein coher-
ent set.
Example 12. The parabola CoMnNðgÞ of Example 9 also shows that a polynomial can be positive, while no Bernstein
expansion of any order is. This follows from the fact that all Bernstein basis polynomials are strictly positive on the interior of
the unit simplex and that this parabola has a minimum of 0 within this interior.r
Bernstein coherence is a special case of the general concept of coherence relative to ðK;CÞ, discussed in Section 2, where
K :¼VðRXÞ and C is the convex cone of all polynomials with some non-negative Bernstein expansion:C :¼VþðRXÞ :¼ p 2VðRXÞ : ð9nP 0Þbnp P 0
n o
: ð68ÞWe also denote the set DðVðRXÞ;VþðRXÞÞðRXÞ of all Bernstein coherent subsets of VðRXÞ by DBeðRXÞ.
We are now ready to formulate our Inﬁnite Representation Theorem 22, which is a signiﬁcant generalisation of de Finet-
ti’s representation result for countable sequences [9]. A similar result can also be proved for coherent lower previsions [8].
Theorem 22 (Inﬁnite Representation). A family Rn;n 2 N0 of sets of desirable gambles on Xn, with associated count
representations Sn :¼ HynðRnÞ and frequency representations Hn :¼MnnðRnÞ ¼ CoMnnðSnÞ, is time-consistent, coherent and
exchangeable iff there is some Bernstein coherent setH of polynomials in VðRXÞ such that, for all n 2 N0,Sn ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðHÞ and Rn ¼ ðMnnÞ1ðHÞ; ð69Þ
and in that case thisH is uniquely given byH ¼
[
n2N0
Hn: ð70ÞWe callH the frequency representation of the coherent, exchangeable and time-consistent family of sets of desirable gam-
bles Rn; n 2 N0.5.2. Updating and inﬁnite representation
Suppose we have a coherent, exchangeable and time-consistent family of sets of desirable gamblesRn; n 2 N0, with asso-
ciated count representations Sn :¼ HynðRnÞ and associated frequency representationH :¼ Sn2NHn withHn :¼ MnnðRnÞ.
Now suppose we observe the values x of the ﬁrst n variables, with associated count vector m :¼ TnðxÞ, then we have seen
in Section 4.7 that these models Rn and Sn (for n > n) get updated to coherent and exchangeable models Rn^c m with count
representations Sn^c m ¼ Hyn^ðRn^c mÞ for n^ :¼ n n ¼ 1;2; . . . It turns out that updating becomes especially easy in terms of
the frequency representation.
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associated frequency representationH. After updating with a sample with count vector m 2Nn, the family Rn^c m; n^ 2 N0 is still
coherent, exchangeable and time-consistent, and has frequency representationHc m :¼ fp 2VðRXÞ : B mp 2Hg: ð71Þ5.3. Independence: iid sequences
Theorem 23 can be used to ﬁnd an easy and quite intriguing characterisation of a sequence of independent and identically
distributed (iid) random variables X1; . . . ;XN; . . . assuming values in a ﬁnite set X. This is an exchangeable sequence where
learning the value of any ﬁnite number of variables does not change our beliefs about the remaining, unobserved ones.
We infer from Theorem 23 that such will be the case iff the frequency representationH of the sequence satisﬁesð8n 2 N0Þð8 m 2NnÞHc m ¼H; ð72Þ
which is equivalent toð8n 2 N0Þð8 m 2NnÞð8p 2VðRXÞÞðp 2H() B mp 2HÞ: ð73Þ
Any Bernstein coherent set of polynomials that satisﬁes one of the equivalent conditions (72) or (73) is an imprecise-prob-
abilistic model for a (discrete-time) iid-process, or equivalently, a multinomial process, assuming values in a set X.
Let us deﬁne ez as the special count vector corresponding to a single observation of z 2 X: the z-component of ez is one,
and all other components are zero. Observe that Bez ðhÞ ¼ hz. The precise-probabilistic iid-processes, or in other words, the
multinomial processes, correspond to the maximal coherent sets of polynomials that satisfy the iid condition.
Proposition 24. Consider any maximal elementH of DBeðRXÞ that satisﬁes either of the equivalent conditions (72) or (73). Let
PH be the lower prevision deﬁned onVðRXÞ in the usual way by letting PHðpÞ :¼ supfa : p a 2Hg for all p 2VðRXÞ. Then PH
is a linear functional that dominates the min functional, and is completely determined by PHðpÞ ¼ pð#Þ for all p 2VðRXÞ, where
#z :¼ PHðBez Þ for all z 2 X. In addition, consider n 2 N and let Sn :¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðHÞ be the corresponding set of desirable count
gambles on Nn, with associated lower prevision PSn . Then PSn ðgÞ ¼ PHðCoMnnðgÞÞ ¼ CoMnnðgj#Þ ¼
P
m2Nn gðmÞBmð#Þ for all
gambles g onNn, and in particular the probability of observing a count vector m 2Nn is given by PSn ðfmgÞ ¼ Bmð#Þ.
While it appears that such imprecise iid-processes are interesting, much more work needs to be done before we can get a
complete picture of their structural properties and practical relevance.We leave this as a potential avenue for further research.
5.4. Bernstein natural extension
The intersection of an arbitrary non-empty family of Bernstein coherent sets of polynomials is still Bernstein coherent.
This is the idea behind the following theorem, which is a special instance of Theorem 1 withK :¼VðRXÞ and C :¼VþðRXÞ.
We denote by Vþ0 ðRXÞ the set of all polynomials on RX with some positive Bernstein expansion:
Vþ0 ðRXÞ ¼ fp 2VðRXÞ : ð9nP degðpÞÞbnp > 0g: ð74Þand by VðRXÞ the set of all polynomials on RX with some non-positive Bernstein expansion:
VðRXÞ ¼ fp 2VðRXÞ : ð9nP degðpÞÞbnp 6 0g: ð75ÞMoreover, we say that a setA of polynomials avoids Bernstein non-positivity if no polynomial in its positive hull posiðAÞ has
any non-positive Bernstein expansion, i.e.posiðAÞ \VðRXÞ ¼ ;; ð76Þ
clearly, this is the case iff A avoids non-positivity relative to ðVðRXÞ;VþðRXÞÞ. We also call the ðVðRXÞ;VþðRXÞÞ-natural
extension EðVðRXÞ;VþðRXÞÞðAÞ of A its Bernstein natural extension, and denote it by EBeðAÞ.
Theorem 25 (Bernstein natural extension). Consider a set of polynomialsA#VðRXÞ, and deﬁne its Bernstein natural extensionEBeðAÞ :¼
\
fH 2 DBeðRXÞ :A#Hg: ð77ÞThen the following statements are equivalent:
(i) A avoids Bernstein non-positivity;
(ii) A is included in some Bernstein coherent set of polynomials;
(iii) EBeðAÞ –VðRXÞ;
(iv) EBeðAÞ is a Bernstein coherent set of polynomials;
(v) EBeðAÞ is the smallest Bernstein coherent set of polynomials that includes A.
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 
: ð78ÞExample 13. Recall that, for our running example, the unit simplex RX ¼ Rfb;wg is a line of unit length parametrised by
hb 2 ½0;1	, with hw ¼ 1 hb. Consider the polynomial p 2VðRXÞ such that pðhbÞ ¼ 1þ 3hb  h2b . Because pð1Þ ¼ 1, we have
that maxp > 0, and thus via Eq. (121) that maxbnp > 0 for all nP 2. So the assessment fpg avoids Bernstein non-positivity,
because its Bernstein expansions of degree 2 and up are not non-positive. r5.5. Exchangeable natural extension for inﬁnite sequences
To ﬁnish this discussion of exchangeability for inﬁnite sequences of random variables, we take up the issue of inference,
and extend the notion of exchangeable natural extension, discussed in Section 4.3, from ﬁnite to inﬁnite sequences.
This extension is fairly straightforward. Suppose that for each i in the non-empty index set I, we consider a coherent,
exchangeable and time-consistent family Rni ; n 2 N0 of sets of desirable gambles. As we know from our Inﬁnite Represen-
tation Theorem 22, each such family is represented by a Bernstein coherent set of polynomials on RX:[Hi ¼
n2N0
Mnn Rni
  ð79Þin the sense that, for all n 2 N0,
Rni ¼ ðMnnÞ1ðHiÞ: ð80ÞWe know from the previous section that the intersection of a non-empty family of Bernstein coherent sets of polynomials is
still Bernstein coherent. This implies thatH :¼ Ti2IHi is a Bernstein coherent set of polynomials such that, for all n 2 N0,Rn ¼
\
i2I
Rni ¼
\
i2I
ðMnnÞ1ðHiÞ ¼ ðMnnÞ1
	\
i2I
Hi


¼ ðMnnÞ1ðHÞ; ð81Þimplying that the (element-wise) intersectionRn, n 2 N0 of the coherent, exchangeable and time-consistent familiesRni ; n 2 N0 is
still a coherent, exchangeable and time-consistent family, whose frequency representationH is the intersection of the frequency
representationsHi.
Now suppose we have an assessment in the form of a setAn of desirable gambles on Xn for each n 2 N0. We are looking
for the (element-wise) smallest coherent, exchangeable and time-consistent familyRn; n 2 N0 that includes this assessment
in the sense thatAn#Rn for all n 2 N0, which is equivalent to MnnðAnÞ#MnnðRnÞ for all n 2 N0, which is in turn—because
of Eq. (69)—equivalent to[
n2N0
MnnðAnÞ#
[
n2N0
MnnðRnÞ ¼:H; ð82Þa condition formulated in terms of the frequency representationH of the family Rn; n 2 N0. The existence of this smallest
family is implied by what we found in the previous paragraph. If we combine all this with the arguments in the previous
section, we are led to the following theorem.
Theorem 26. Suppose we have an assessment in the form of a setAn of desirable gambles onXn for each n 2 N0, and consider the
corresponding set of polynomials:A :¼
[
n2N0
MnnðAnÞ: ð83ÞThen there is a coherent, exchangeable and time-consistent family Rn; n 2 N0 that includes this assessment iffA avoids Bernstein
non-positivity, and in that case EBeðAÞ is the frequency representation of the (element-wise) smallest coherent, exchangeable and
time-consistent family that includes this assessment.6. Extending ﬁnite exchangeable sequences
Suppose we have n random variables X1; . . . ;Xn, that a subject judges to be exchangeable, and for which he has an assess-
mentAn of desirable gambles on Xn, with corresponding count representationSn ¼ HynðAnÞ. We here answer the question
of when it is possible and how, if so, to extend such a sequence to a longer, ﬁnite or inﬁnite sequence that is still
exchangeable.
6.1. Extension to a longer, ﬁnite exchangeable sequence
In this section we ask: Can the assessment An be extended to a coherent exchangeable model for nþ k variables? And if so,
what is the most conservative such extended model?
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generally possible. In the much more general case that we are considering here, we now look at our Theorems 13 and 19
to provide us with an elegant answer: the extension problem considered here is a special case of the one studied in
Section 4.3.
Indeed, since any gamble f on the ﬁrst n variables X1; . . . ;Xn corresponds to the gamble extnþkn ðf Þ on the nþ k variables
X1; . . . ;Xn; . . . ;Xnþk, we see that the assessment An corresponds to an assessmentAnþk :¼ extnþkn ðAnÞ ¼ extnþkn ðf Þ : f 2An
  ð84Þof desirable gambles onXnþk. It is then clear from Theorem 13 that (i)An can be extended to a coherent exchangeable model
for nþ k variables iff thisAnþk avoids non-positivity under exchangeability; and if such is the case, that (ii) the smallest such
coherent exchangeable extension is given by ENexðAnþkÞ.
But we know from Theorem 19 that it is easier to express this in terms if the count representations. Since moreover, by
Eq. (64),HynþkðAnþkÞ ¼ Hynþk extnþkn ðAnÞ
  ¼ enlnþkn ðHynðAnÞÞ ¼ enlnþkn ðSnÞ; ð85Þwe are led to the following simple solution to the extension problem.
Theorem 27. Consider n and k in N0. An assessment An of desirable gambles on Xn, with corresponding count representation
Sn :¼ HynðAnÞ, can be extended to a coherent exchangeable model for nþ k variables iff enlnþkn ðSnÞ avoids non-positivity. In that
case the most conservative such coherent exchangeable model has count representation Eðenlnþkn ðSnÞÞ.Example 14. In the context of our running example, take n ¼ 2 and consider the assessmentAn :¼ ffgwhere f is the gamble
on Xn given byf ðb; bÞ ¼ f ðw;wÞ :¼ 3 and f ðb;wÞ ¼ f ðw; bÞ :¼ 1;whenceSn :¼ HynðAnÞ :¼ fg 2 GðNnÞ :¼ gð2;0Þ ¼ gð0;2Þ ¼ 3 and gð1;1Þ ¼ 1g:This singleton assessment avoids non-positivity under exchangeability and could be interpreted to express a strong belief
that both colours will appear on the upcoming two draws, which could, e.g., be based on an observation of one black and
one white marble being put in a seemingly empty urn. Now, let us see if this assessment can be extended to an exchangeable
model for nþ k :¼ 3 variables: Let g0 :¼ enlnþkn ðgÞ, theng0ð3;0Þ ¼ gð2;0Þ ¼ 3; g0ð2;1Þ ¼ 13 gð2;0Þ þ 23 gð1;1Þ ¼  13 ;
g0ð0;3Þ ¼ gð0;2Þ ¼ 3; g0ð1;2Þ ¼ 13 gð0;2Þ þ 23 gð1;1Þ ¼  13 :The gamble g0 is clearly non-positive, so the assessment cannot be extended to a coherent exchangeable model. Learning that
there are more marbles in the urn would force us to revise the initial assessment: making this assessment when there are (at
least) three balls in the urn leads to a sure loss. r6.2. Extension to an inﬁnite exchangeable sequence
Let us now extend the course of reasoning in the previous section to make it deal with inﬁnite sequences of random vari-
ables. So in this section we ask: Can the assessmentAn be extended to a coherent exchangeable model for an inﬁnite sequence of
variables? And if so, what is the most conservative such extended model?
Here, we look at Theorem 26 to provide us with an elegant answer: the present extension problem is a special case of that
studied in Section 5.5. Indeed, the set of desirable gamblesAn corresponds to an assessment of polynomials MnnðAnÞ, lead-
ing to the following simple solution to the extension problem.
Theorem 28. Consider n 2 N0. An assessment An of desirable gambles on Xn can be extended to a coherent, exchangeable and
time-consistent family iff MnnðAnÞ avoids Bernstein non-positivity. In that case the most conservative such family has frequency
representation EBeðMnnðAnÞÞ.Example 15. The singleton assessment An of Example 14 can very quickly be seen to not be extendable to a coherent,
exchangeable and time-consistent family, because the single polynomial in MnnðAnÞ—depicted below—is strictly negative,
which by Proposition 37 assures us it incurs Bernstein non-positivity.
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We have shown that modelling a ﬁnite or inﬁnite exchangeability assessment using sets of desirable gambles is not only
possible, but also quite elegant. Our results indicate that, using sets of desirable gambles, it is conceptually easy to reason
about exchangeable sequences.
Calculating the natural extension and updating are but simple geometrical operations: taking unions, sums and positive
hulls and taking intersections, respectively. This approach has the added advantage that the exchangeability assessment is
preserved under updating, also when the conditioning event has lower probability zero, which does not hold when using
(lower) previsions (although this might be remedied by using full conditional measures, for which Cozman and
Seidenfeld [2] give a good number of references).
Using our Finite Representation Theorem, reasoning about ﬁnite exchangeable sequences can be reduced to reasoning
about count vectors or (polynomials of) frequency vectors. Working with these representations automatically guarantees
that exchangeability is satisﬁed. The representation for the natural extension and for updated models can be derived
directly from the representation of the original model, without having to go back to the (more complex) world of
sequences.
Moreover, using our Inﬁnite Representation Theorem, reasoning about inﬁnite exchangeable sequences is reduced to rea-
soning about (polynomials of) frequency vectors. Doing this automatically guarantees that, next to the exchangeability of
ﬁnite subsequences, time consistency of these subsequences is satisﬁed. Again, the representation for the natural extension
and for updated models can be derived directly from the representation of the original model.
Additionally, using our results about representation and natural extension, we have shown when and how ﬁnite
exchangeable sequences can be extended to longer, ﬁnite or inﬁnite exchangeable sequences. However, we suspect there
may be a more elegant characterisation ofVðRXÞ than the one given above, which might make the characterisation in The-
orem 28 more efﬁcient to implement in terms of computer algorithms.
What are the advantages of our approach? It makes it easy for us to represent and reason with a ﬁnite number of
expert assessments, and to see what its consequences are under exchangeability. Also, we have seen that there are
simple geometrical representations and interpretations of coherence and exchangeability: due to the symmetry, the
assessments can be represented in simpler, lower dimensional spaces, and there are linear maps effecting that
representation.
The conceptual techniques employed in this paper are not restricted in use to a treatment of exchangeability. They could
be applied to other structural assessments, e.g., invariance assessments, as long as this assessment allows us to identify a
characterising set of weakly desirable gambles that is sufﬁciently well-behaved (cf. the ﬁrst paragraph of Section 4.2). This
idea was brieﬂy taken up by one of us in another paper [4], but clearly merits further attention.
Thinking in even broader terms, we feel that using sets of desirable gambles can provide a refreshing and fruitful ap-
proach to many problems in uncertainty modelling, not only those related to structural assessments.
While writing this paper, we regularly wondered what Henry Kyburg would have thought about it. The topic surely has
connections with his interests: exchangeability is an important basic assumption used in many models for statistical infer-
ence and our use of a model for uncertainty that is not just a precise probability, sets of desirable gambles. What we tried to
do in this paper is in some sense clarify, in a very general setting, what the consequences are of an assessment of exchange-
ability. We know from his work that he thought it important for people to realise they are quite strong [18, p. 111ff., p. 122ff].
The preceding pages elaborately underline this point, and we agree it is an important one.
Although this paper sprouted from minds mildly seduced by subjectivist betting frameworks, nothing in it precludes
using it objectively. We say this with a slightly mischievous smile, mirroring a similar twinkle in Henry’s eyes when we
met him last, at a 2005 conference in Pittsburgh.Acknowledgements
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Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from the fact thatDðK;CÞðXÞ is closed under arbitrary non-empty intersections, the deﬁnition
of EðK;CÞðAÞ, and the fact that K is not coherent relative to ðK;CÞ [because C K], that the last four statements are
equivalent. Next, we prove that (i) () (ii):
( Assume thatA is included in some set of desirable gambles R that is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ. Since R ¼ posiðRÞ;R
avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ by D5, and therefore so do all its subsets, including A.
) Conversely, assume that A avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ. For notational convenience, let
R :¼ posiðK0 [AÞ. It is clear that R satisﬁes D2, D3 and D4. Consider any f 2 R, so there are nP 1, real
kk > 0; f k 2K0 [A such that f ¼
Pn
k¼1kkfk. Let I :¼ fk 2 f1; . . . ;ng : fk  0g, then f‘ 2A for all ‘ R I and
f ¼ f0 þ
P
‘RIkkfk with f0 :¼
P
‘2Ikkfk  0. It therefore follows from the assumption that
P
‘RIkkfk0 and therefore a for-
tiori f0, so R also satisﬁes D1 (or D5), and is therefore coherent relative to ðK;CÞ.
Finally, we prove that EðAÞ ¼ R whenever any (and hence all) of the equivalent statements (i)–(v) hold. Any coherent set of
desirable gambles that includesA, must also include R, by the axioms D2, D3, and D4. Since we have proved above that R
also satisﬁes D1 and is therefore coherent relative to ðK;CÞ, it is the smallest set of desirable gambles that is coherent rel-
ative to ðK;CÞ and includes A. Hence it is equal to EðK;CÞðAÞ, by (v). hProof of Proposition 2. We ﬁrst prove sufﬁciency. Assume that Eq. (7) holds. Consider any R0 in DðK;CÞðXÞ such that R#R0,
then we prove that also R0#R. To this effect, consider any f 2 R0, so f R R0 by coherence, and therefore also f R R. Now
invoke Eq. (7) to ﬁnd that f 2 R.
Next, we turn to necessity. Assume thatR is maximal, consider any f 2K0, and assume that f R R. We have to prove that
f 2 R. By Lemma 29, we get that posiðR [ ffgÞ 2 DðK;CÞðXÞ, but since R#posiðR [ ffgÞ and R is maximal, we conclude
that R ¼ posiðR [ ffgÞ and therefore indeed f 2 R. hLemma 29. LetK be a linear subspace of GðXÞ and let C K be a convex cone containing the zero gamble 0. Let R 2 DðK;CÞðXÞ
and let f be any non-zero gamble inK. Then f R R implies that R [ ffg avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ, and therefore
EðK;CÞðR [ ffgÞ ¼ posiðR [ ffgÞ is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ:ð8f 2K0Þ f R R) posiðR [ ffgÞ 2 DðK;CÞðXÞ
 
: ð86ÞProof of Lemma 29. We give a proof by contradiction. Let f 2K0 nR and assume that R [ ffg does not avoid non-posi-
tivity relative to ðK;CÞ. This means that posiðR [ ffgÞ \K0 – ;, and since R does avoid non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ,
this tells us that there are n 2 N0; f 1; . . . ; fn in R; k in Rþ0 , and k1; . . . ; kn in Rþ such thatXn
k¼1
kkfk þ kðf Þ  0 and therefore f 
Xn
k¼1
kk
k
fk: ð87ÞThen obviously f 2 R since f – 0, a contradiction. The rest of the proof now follows from Theorem 1 andK0#R. hProof of Theorem 3. Sufﬁciency follows readily from Theorem 1.
For necessity, assume thatA avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ, and consider the set "A :¼ fR 2 DðK;CÞðXÞ :A# Rg.
This set is non-empty by Theorem 1, and partially ordered by set inclusion. We show that this poset has a maximal element,
which is then automatically also a maximal element of DðK;CÞðXÞ.
Consider any chain K# "A. We show that SK avoids non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ. Consider arbitrary
n 2 N0; f1; . . . ; fn in
S
K. fk 2
S
K means that there is some Rk 2 K such that fk 2 Rk, and therefore
ff1; . . . ; fng#
Sn
k¼1Rn :¼ ~R. But ~R 2 K because K is a chain, and therefore ~R is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ. This implies
that K0 \ ~R ¼ ;, and therefore a fortiori K0 \ posiðff1; . . . ; fngÞ ¼ ;. So we ﬁnd that
S
K indeed avoids non-positivity
relative to ðK;CÞ.
By Theorem 1, EðK;CÞð
S
KÞ ¼ posiðSKÞ is coherent relative to ðK;CÞ and includes SK, so R#posiðSKÞ for all R 2 K.
Because alsoA#posiðSKÞ, we have just shown that every chainK in the poset "A has an upper bound posiðSKÞ in "A. By
Zorn’s Lemma, "A has a maximal element. hProof of Corollary 4. We use the notation M :¼ fR 2MðK;CÞðXÞ :A#Rg for the sake of brevity.
IfA does not avoid non-positivity relative to ðK;CÞ, thenM ¼ ;, by Theorem 1, so TM ¼K. Again by Theorem 1, also
EðK;CÞðAÞ ¼K.
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relative to ðK;CÞ andA# TM, we infer from Theorem 1 that EðK;CÞðAÞ# TM. Assume ex absurdo that EðK;CÞðAÞ  TM,
so there is some (non-zero) f 2 TM such that f R EðK;CÞðAÞ, and therefore EðK;CÞðAÞ [ ffg avoids non-positivity relative to
ðK;CÞ, by Lemma 29. By Theorem 3, there is some R in MðK;CÞðXÞ such that EðK;CÞðAÞ [ ffg#R. On the one hand, we
infer thatA#R, soR 2M, and therefore f 2 R. On the other hand, we infer that f 2 R, which contradicts f 2 R, since
R is coherent. hProof of Proposition 5. The deﬁning property of any gamble f in DR is that f þ f 0 2 R for all gambles f 0 in R.
WD1. Let f < 0; let f 0 ¼ f=2 then f 0 > 0 and therefore f 0 2 R, by D1. But f 00 ¼ f þ f 0 ¼ f=2 < 0 and thus, by D5, f 00 R R. Hence
indeed f R DR.
WD2. Since clearly 0þR ¼ R, we see that 0 2 DR. If f > 0 then f 2 R by D2, and therefore f 2 DR, because R#DR.
WD3. Consider f 2 DR. If k ¼ 0 then kf ¼ 0 2 DR by WD2. Assume therefore that k > 0. Consider any f 0 2 R. Then f 0=k 2 R
by D3, so f þ f 0=k 2 R, and therefore kf þ f 0 2 R, again by D3. Hence indeed kf 2 DR.
WD4. Consider f1; f2 2 DR, and any f 0 2 R, so f 0=2 2 R by D3. Then f1 þ f 0=2 2 R and f2 þ f 0=2 2 R, and therefore
f1 þ f2 þ f 0 2 R, by D4. Hence indeed f1 þ f2 2 DR. hProof of Theorem 6. To prove that PR is real-valued, we prove that PRðf Þ is bounded for all gambles f 2 GðXÞ—which are
bounded and real-valued by deﬁnition. It follows from D5 that if f  l 2 R, then fil, so sup f > l, whence
PRðf Þ 6 sup f < þ1. It follows from D2 that f  l 2 R if f  l > 0; let l be any real number such that l < inf f , then
f  l > f  inf f P 0, so f  l 2 R, whence PRðf ÞP inf f > l > 1.
To prove the equality of PR and PDR , consider any gamble f 2 GðXÞ. Since R#DR, we immediately get thatfl 2 R : f  l 2 Rg# fl 2 R : f  l 2 DRg ð88Þand therefore PRðf Þ 6 PDRðf Þ. Conversely, consider any a > 0, then a 2 R by coherence [D2], and thereforefl 2 R : f  l 2 DRg# fl : f  lþ a 2 Rg ð89Þ
¼ aþ fl : f  l 2 Rg; ð90Þwhence PDR ðf Þ 6 aþ PRðf Þ. Since this holds for all a > 0, we also have PDR ðf Þ 6 PRðf Þ.
Next, consider any f 2 DR. Because f ¼ f  0 this tells us that PRðf Þ ¼ PDR ðf ÞP 0.
The rest of the proof is now standard, see for instance [28, Section 6]. hProof of Proposition 7. Since it follows from Theorem 6 that PRðf  PRðf ÞÞ ¼ PRðf Þ  PRðf Þ ¼ 0 for all gambles f, it follows
thatMR# ff 2 GðXÞ : PRðf Þ ¼ 0g. For the converse inequality, assume that PRðf Þ ¼ 0 holds; then f ¼ f  PRðf Þ 2MR.
This also means that PRðgÞ ¼ 0 iff g 2MR, so for every gamble f we can write:PMR ðf Þ ¼ supfl 2 R : f  l 2MRg ð91Þ
¼ supfl 2 R : PRðf  lÞ ¼ 0g ð92Þ
¼ supfl 2 R : l ¼ PRðf Þg ¼ PRðf Þ; ð93Þwhich proves the equality of PMR and PR. hProof of Proposition 8. We need to prove that the appropriate versions of D1–D4 hold for RjB, with K ¼ GðXÞjB
and C ¼ GðXÞjB \ GþðXÞ. For D1, consider f 2 GðXÞjB and assume that f ¼ 0. Then by coherence f R R and hence f R RjB.
For D2, consider f 2 GðXÞjB and assume that f > 0. Then by coherence f 2 R and hence f 2 RjB. The proof for D3 is
similar to the one for D4. For D4, consider f1; f2 2 RjB, then on the one hand f1; f2 2 R and therefore f1 þ f2 2 R by coherence;
and on the other hand f1; f2 2 GðXÞjB and therefore f1 þ f2 ¼ IBf1 þ IBf2 ¼ IBðf1 þ f2Þ, so f1 þ f2 2 GðXÞjB and hence
f1 þ f2 2 RjB. h
Proof of the equivalences in Deﬁnition 3. That (i) () (ii) and (iii) () (iv) is an immediate consequence of the deﬁnition
of weak desirability. We show that (i) () (iii). For the ‘)’ part, observe that f  exNðf Þ ¼ 1N!
P
p2PN ½f  pt f 	 2 DR, sinceDR is
a convex cone by Proposition 5. The ‘(’ part follows from DPN #DUN , i.e., from Eq. (27). h
Proof of Proposition 9. Consider f 2 R. Since pt f  f ¼ ðf Þ  ptðf Þ 2 DPN , we see that ptf ¼ f þ pt f  f 2 RþDPN #R,
using the exchangeability condition of Deﬁnition 3(ii). h
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exNðf 0Þ ¼ exNðexNðf ÞÞ ¼ exNðf Þ. For the second statement, consider arbitrary gambles f and f 0 on XN such that
exNðf Þ ¼ exNðf 0Þ, and assume that f 2 R. We prove that then also f 0 2 R. Since exNðf Þ  f ¼ ðf Þ  exNðf Þ 2 DR and
f 0  exNðf 0Þ 2 DR, we see that f 0  f 2 DR by WD4, and therefore f 0 ¼ f þ f 0  f 2 RþDR#R. hProof of Theorem 11. We give a circular proof. We ﬁrst show that (ii) holds if P is exchangeable, i.e., if there is some coher-
ent and exchangeable R such that P ¼ PR. We already know from Theorem 6 that P ¼ PR satisﬁes P1–P3, because R is coher-
ent. Consider any f 2 DPN . Since DPN #DR, it also follows from Theorem 6 that PRðf ÞP 0 and similarly PRðf Þ ¼ PRðf ÞP 0
because also f 2 DPN . Hence indeed 0 6 PRðf Þ 6 PRðf Þ 6 0, where the second inequality is a consequence of P1 and P2.
That (ii) implies (iii) follows the super-additivity of P and the sub-additivity of P.
Finally, we show that (iii) implies that P is exchangeable. The standard argument in [28, Section 6] tells us that
R0 :¼ ff 2 GðXNÞ : f > 0 or Pðf Þ > 0g is a coherent set of desirable gambles such that PR0 ¼ P. Now consider the set
R :¼ R0 þDUN . We show that thisR is a coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gambles, and that PR ¼ P. It is clear from
its deﬁnition that R satisﬁes D2, D3 and D4, so let us assume ex absurdo that 0 2 R, meaning that there is some f 2 R0 such
that f 0 :¼ f 2 DUN . There are two possibilities. Either f > 0, so f 0 < 0, which contradicts Lemma 30. Or Pðf Þ > 0. But it
follows from (iii) and the coherence of the lower prevision P that 0 ¼ Pðf þ f 0Þ ¼ Pðf Þ > 0, a contradiction too. So R satisﬁes
D1 as well, and is therefore coherent. It is obvious that R is exchangeable: RþDUN ¼ R0 þDUN þDUN ¼ R0 þDUN ¼ R. The
proof is complete if we can show that P ¼ PR. Fix any gamble f. Observe that f  a 2 R iff there are f 0 2 R0 and f 00 2 DUN such
that f  a ¼ f 0 þ f 00. But then it follows from the coherence of P and the assumption that Pðf Þ ¼ aþ Pðf 0 þ f 00Þ ¼ aþ Pðf 0ÞP a,
and therefore PRðf Þ 6 Pðf Þ ¼ PR0 ðf Þ. For the converse inequality, we infer from 0 2 DUN that R0#R, and therefore
PR0 6 PR. hLemma 30. For all f in DUN ; f ¥0.Proof. First of all, observe that for any gamble f 0 on XN , if f 0 > 0 then also exNðf 0Þ > 0. Now consider f 2 DUN and assume ex
absurdo that f < 0. Then f > 0 and therefore exNðf Þ ¼ exNðf Þ > 0, whence exNðf Þ < 0. But since f 2 DUN we also have that
exNðf Þ ¼ 0, a contradiction. hProof of Proposition 12. For the ﬁrst statement, we have to prove that Gþ0 ðXNÞ þDUN avoids non-positivity. Consider any
f 0 2 DUN and any f 00 2 Gþ0 ðXNÞ, then we have to prove that f :¼ f 0 þ f 00i0. There are two possibilities. Either f 0 ¼ 0 and then
f ¼ f 00 > 0. Or f 0 – 0, and then Lemma 30 tells us that f 0i0 and therefore a fortiori fi0.
For the second statement, it clearly sufﬁces to prove the ‘if’ part. Assume therefore that AþDUN avoids non-positivity.
Consider any f in posið½Gþ0 ðXNÞ [A	 þDUN Þ, so there are nP 1, kk 2 Rþ0 ; f 0 2 DUN ; fk 2 Gþ0 ðXNÞ [A such that
f ¼ f 0 þPnk¼1kk fk. Let I :¼ fk 2 f1; . . . ;ngfk > 0g then f‘ 2A for all ‘ R I, and f ¼ f0 þ f 0 þP‘RIk‘f‘ with f0 > 0. By assumption
f 0 þP‘RIk‘f‘i0, and therefore a fortiori fi0. h
Proof of Theorem 13. It is immediately clear from the fact that DexðXNÞ is closed under arbitrary non-empty intersections,
the deﬁnition of ENexðAÞ, and the fact that GðXNÞ is not a coherent set of desirable gambles, that the last four statements are
equivalent.
Next, we prove that (i) () (ii).
( Assume thatA, and therefore also Gþ0 ðXNÞ [A, is included in some coherent and exchangeable set of desirable gam-
bles R. By exchangeability, we know ½Gþ0 ðXNÞ [A	 þDUN #RþDUN #R. Since posiðRÞ ¼ R avoids non-positivity, so
does any of its subsets, and therefore in particular ½Gþ0 ðXNÞ [A	 þDUN . This means thatA indeed avoids non-positiv-
ity under exchangeability.
) Conversely, assume thatA avoids non-positivity under exchangeability. For the sake of convenience, denote the set on
the right-hand side of Eq. (33) byR. It is clear thatR satisﬁes D2, D3 and D4. Consider any f 2 R, then fi0, precisely
because A avoids non-positivity under exchangeability. Hence R also satisﬁes D1, and is therefore coherent. The
exchangeability of R immediately follows from the fact that DUN þ EðK;CÞðAÞ þDUN ¼ DUN þ EðAÞ.
Finally, we prove Eqs. (33) and (34) whenever any (and hence all) of the equivalent statements (i)–(v) holds. Eq. (34)
follows from Eq. (33) and Theorem 1, since DUN is a convex cone. Let us prove that E
N
exðAÞ ¼ R. It is clear that any coherent
and exchangeable set of desirable gambles that includes A, must also include R, by the axioms D2, D3, and D4. Since we
have just proved above that R is coherent and exchangeable, it is the smallest coherent and exchangeable set of desirable
gambles that includes A, and for this reason it is equal to ENexðAÞ, by (v). hProof of Corollary 14. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 12(i) and Theorem 13. h
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arbitrary f 2 GðXn^Þ, p^ 2 Pn^ and f1 2 Rcx. Then we must show that f1 þ f  p^t f 2 Rcx, or in other words that
ICx ½f1 þ f  p^t f 	 2 R. But since f1 2 Rcx, we know that ICx f1 2 R. And if we consider the permutation p 2 PN deﬁned bypðkÞ :¼ k 1 6 k 6 n;
nþ p^ðk nÞ nþ 1 6 k 6 N;

ð94Þthen clearly ICx p^t f ¼ ptðICx f Þ and therefore ICx ½f1 þ f  p^tf 	 ¼ ICx f1 þ ICx f  ptðICx f Þ and this gamble belongs to R because R is
exchangeable. hProof of Proposition 16. Consider p 2 Pn and any gamble f on Xn^. Assume that ICx f 2 R.
We ﬁrst prove that IC px f 2 R. Consider the permutation p 2 PN deﬁned bypðkÞ :¼ p
1ðkÞ 1 6 k 6 n;
k nþ 1 6 k 6 N;
(
ð95Þthen clearly ptðICx f Þ ¼ ðICx f Þ  p ¼ ðICx  p1Þf ¼ IC px f , so it follows from Proposition 9 that indeed IC px f 2 R. This already im-
plies that Rcx ¼ Rcpx, and therefore also that Rcx ¼ Rcy.
Since R is coherent, it also follows from ICx f 2 R and the reasoning above that IC m f ¼
P
y2½ m	ICy f 2 R, whence Rcx#Rc m.
To prove the converse inequality, assume that IC m f 2 R. We know that ½ m	 ¼ fpx : p 2 Png, and therefore for any y 2 ½ m	 we
can pick a py 2 Pn such that pyx ¼ y. With this py we construct a permutation py 2 PN in the manner described above, which
satisﬁes ptyðICx f Þ ¼ ICy f . But then the exchangeability and coherence of R tell us thatIC m f þ
X
y2½ m	
½ðICx f Þ  ptyðICx f Þ	 ¼ IC m f þ f
X
y2½ m	
½ICx  ICy 	 ¼ j½ m	jf ICx ð96Þbelongs to R, whence also ICx f 2 R, by coherence. hProof of Theorem 17. We begin with the sufﬁciency part. Assume that there is some coherent set S of desirable gambles
onNN such that R ¼ ðHyNÞ1ðSÞ. We show that R is coherent and exchangeable, and that S ¼ HyNðRÞ.
We ﬁrst show that R is coherent. For D1, consider f 2 GðXNÞ with f ¼ 0. Then obviously also HyNðf Þ ¼ 0 and therefore
HyNðf Þ RS. Hence f R R. For D2, let f > 0. Then obviously also HyNðf Þ > 0, and therefore HyNðf Þ 2S. Hence f 2 R. The proof
for D3 is similar to the one for D4. For D4, let f1; f2 2 R. Then g1 :¼ HyNðf1Þ 2S and g2 :¼ HyNðf2Þ 2S. This implies that
HyNðf1 þ f2Þ ¼ g1 þ g2 2S, so again f1 þ f2 2 R.
To show that R is exchangeable, consider any f 2 R and f 0 2 DUN . We have to show that f þ f 0 2 R. It is clear that
HyNðf þ f 0Þ ¼ HyNðf Þ þ 0 ¼ HyNðf Þ 2S. Hence f þ f 0 2 ðHyNÞ1ðSÞ, so indeed f þ f 0 2 R.
We show that S ¼ HyNðRÞ. Consider any gamble g 2 GðNNÞ, then using Eq. (40), HyNðCoNðgÞÞ ¼ g. Since by assumption
R ¼ ðHyNÞ1ðSÞ, we see thatg 2S() HyNðCoNðgÞÞ 2S() CoNðgÞ 2 R: ð97Þ
This shows that S ¼ fg 2 GðNNÞ : CoNðgÞ 2 Rg. We show that also S ¼ HyNðRÞ. Let g 2S, then we have just proved that
CoNðgÞ 2 R, and therefore, using Eq. (40), g ¼ HyNðCoNðgÞÞ 2 HyNðRÞ. Conversely, let g 2 HyNðRÞ. Then there is some f 2 R
such that g ¼ HyNðf Þ and therefore CoNðgÞ ¼ CoNðHyNðf ÞÞ ¼ exNðf Þ, where the last equality follows from Eq. (40). Now Prop-
osition 10 tells us that exNðf Þ 2 R, because f 2 R and R is exchangeable. Hence CoNðgÞ 2 R and therefore g 2S.
Next, we turn to the necessity part. Suppose thatR is coherent and exchangeable. It sufﬁces to prove thatS :¼ HyNðRÞ is
a coherent set of desirable gambles onNN , and that Eq. (43) is satisﬁed for this choice of S.
We begin with the coherence of HyNðRÞ. For D1, consider g 2 GðNNÞ with g ¼ 0. Assume ex absurdo that g 2 HyNðRÞ,
meaning that there is some f 2 R such that 0 ¼ g ¼ HyNðf Þ, or in other words f 2 DUN . This is impossible, due to Eq. (30).
For D2, let g > 0. Then obviously also f :¼ CoNðgÞ > 0. Therefore f 2 R and, because of Eq. (40), g ¼ HyNðCoNðgÞÞ ¼
HyNðf Þ 2 HyNðRÞ. The proof for D3 is similar to the one for D4. For D4, let g1; g2 2 HyNðRÞ, so there are f1; f2 2 R such that
g1 ¼ HyNðf1Þ and g2 ¼ HyNðf2Þ. Then by coherence of R, f1 þ f2 2 R, and therefore, by linearity of HyN ,g1 þ g2 ¼ HyNðf1Þ þHyNðf2Þ ¼ HyNðf1 þ f2Þ 2 HyNðRÞ: ð98Þ
Finally, we show that R ¼ ðHyNÞ1ðHyNðRÞÞ. Consider f 2 R, then HyNðf Þ 2 HyNðRÞ and therefore f 2 ðHyNÞ1ðHyNðRÞÞ. Con-
versely, consider a gamble f in ðHyNÞ1ðHyNðRÞÞ. Then g :¼ HyNðf Þ 2 HyNðRÞ, so we infer that there is some f 0 2 R such that
g ¼ HyNðf Þ ¼ HyNðf 0Þ. Hence HyNðf  f 0Þ ¼ 0, so f  f 0 2 DUN by Eqs. (40) and (28), and therefore f ¼ f 0 þ f  f 0 2 RþDUN .
This implies that f 2 R, since R is exchangeable. hProof of Corollary 18. This result can be easily proved as an immediate consequence of Theorem 17 and Eq. (10). As an illus-
tration, we give a more direct proof of the necessity part, based on Theorem 11. This theorem, together with Eq. (40), tells us
that for any gamble f on XN , Pðf Þ ¼ P exNðf Þ  ¼ P CoNðHyNðf ÞÞ	 
 ¼ Q HyNðf Þ	 
. h
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a linear operator, it commutes with the posi operator, and therefore:HyNðENexðAÞÞ ¼ HyNðDUN Þ þHyNðEðAÞÞ ¼ HyNðEðAÞÞ ¼ posi HyNðGþ0 ðXNÞ [AÞ
	 

¼ posi HyNðGþ0 ðXNÞÞ [HyNðAÞ
	 

¼ posi Gþ0 ðNNÞ [HyNðAÞ
	 

¼ EðHyNðAÞÞ;where the second equality follows from HyNðDUN Þ ¼ f0g, the third from Theorem 13, and the last from Theorem 1. The ﬁrst
statement is an immediate consequence of the second and Theorems 1, 13 and 17. hProof of Proposition 20. Recall that g 2Sc m iff there is some f 2 GðXn^Þ such that at the same time g ¼ Hyn^ðf Þ and IC½ m	 f 2 R,
or in other words HyNðIC½ m	 f Þ 2S. We therefore consider M 2NN and observe thatHyNðIC½ m	 f jMÞ ¼
1
j½M	j
X
x2½M	
ðIC½ m	 f ÞðxÞ ¼
1
j½M	j
X
x2½ m	;x^2Xn^
ðx;x^Þ2½M	
f ðx^Þ; ð99Þso this value is zero unless M P m. In that case we can write M ¼ mþ m^, where m^ :¼ M  m is a count vector inNn^; so we
ﬁnd thatHyNðIC½ m	 f j mþ m^Þ ¼
1
j½ mþ m^	j
X
x2½ m	;x^2½m^	
f ðx^Þ ¼ j½ m	k½m^	jj½ mþ m^	jHy
n^ðf jm^Þ: ð100ÞHence indeed g 2Sc m iff þ mðL mgÞ 2S. hProof of Theorem 21. It clearly sufﬁces to give the proof in terms of count gambles. Because we have seen that CoMnN is a
linear isomorphism between the linear spaces GðNNÞ and VNðRXÞ, it is clear that S ¼ ðCoMnNÞ1ðHÞ iffH ¼ CoMnNðSÞ.
Suppose thatS is coherent, then we have to prove thatH ¼ CoMnNðSÞ is Bernstein coherent at degree N. Since CoMnN is
a linear isomorphism, it is clear that H satisﬁes BN1, BN3 and BN4, because S satisﬁes D1, D3 and D4. To show that H
satisﬁes BN2, consider p such that b
N
p > 0 and therefore b
N
p 2S by D2. Hence indeed p ¼ CoMnNðbNp Þ 2 CoMnNðSÞ ¼H.
Suppose that H is Bernstein coherent at degree N, then we have to prove that S ¼ ðCoMnNÞ1ðHÞ is coherent. Since
ðCoMnNÞ1 is a linear isomorphism, it is clear thatS satisﬁes D1, D3 and D4, becauseH satisﬁes BN1, BN3 and BN4. To show
that S satisﬁes D2, consider g > 0. Then p ¼ CoMnNðgÞ is such that bNp ¼ g > 0 and therefore p 2H by BN2. Hence indeed
g ¼ ðCoMnNÞ1ðpÞ 2 ðCoMnNÞ1ðHÞ ¼S. h
Proof of the equivalence of Eqs. (61) and (65). We begin by proving that Eq. (61) implies Eq. (65). Consider any n1 6 n2.
# Consider any g2 2 enln2n1 ðSn1 Þ, so there is some g1 2Sn1 such that g2 ¼ enl
n2
n1
ðg1Þ. Then it remains to prove that g2 2Sn2 .
But g1 2Sn1 means that there is some f1 2 Rn1 such that g1 ¼ Hyn1 ðf1Þ. It then follows from Eq. (61) that
f2 :¼ extn2n1 ðf1Þ 2 Rn2 , and therefore Hy
n2 ðf2Þ 2Sn2 . But Eq. (64) tells us thatHyn2 ðf2Þ ¼ Hyn2 extn2n1 ðf1Þ
	 

¼ enln2n1 Hy
n1 ðf1Þð Þ ¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ ¼ g2: ð101Þ Consider any g2 2Sn2 \ enln2n1 ðGðNn1 ÞÞ. We have to show that g2 2 enl
n2
n1
ðSn1 Þ. On the one hand, g2 2Sn2 implies that
there is some f2 2 Rn2 such that g2 ¼ Hyn2 ðf2Þ. On the other hand, g2 2 enln2n1 ðGðNn1 ÞÞmeans that there is some gamble
g1 onN
n1 such that g2 ¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ, and therefore also some gamble f1 on Xn1 such that g1 ¼ Hy
n1 ðf1Þ and thereforeg2 ¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ ¼ enl
n2
n1
Hyn1 ðf1Þð Þ ¼ Hyn2 extn2n1 ðf1Þ
	 

; ð102Þif we also consider Eq. (64). Hence Hyn2 ðf2Þ ¼ Hyn2 extn2n1 ðf1Þ
	 

, and therefore also exn2 ðf2Þ ¼ exn2 extn2n1 ðf1Þ
	 

, by Eq. (40). Since
f2 2 Rn2 we conclude from Proposition 10 that also extn2n1 ðf1Þ 2 Rn2 . Now we invoke Eq. (61) to ﬁnd that extn2n1 ðf1Þ 2 extn2n1 ðRn1 Þ,
and therefore f1 2 Rn1 . But this implies that g1 2Sn1 and consequently g2 2 enln2n1 ðSn1 Þ.
Next, we prove that Eq. (65) implies Eq. (61). Consider any n1 6 n2.
# Consider any f2 2 extn2n1 ðRn1 Þ, so there is some f1 2 Rn1 such that f2 ¼ extn2n1 ðf1Þ. Then Hy
n1 ðf1Þ 2Sn1 , and therefore Eq.
(64) tells us thatHyn2 ðf2Þ ¼ Hyn2 extn2n1 ðf1Þ
	 

¼ enln2n1 Hy
n1 ðf1Þð Þ 2 enln2n1 ðSn1 Þ: ð103Þ
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 Consider any f2 2 Rn2 \ extn2n1 GðXn1 Þð Þ. Then Hy
n2 ðf2Þ 2Sn2 and there is some gamble f1 on Xn1 such that f2 ¼ extn2n1 ðf1Þ.
So we deduce from Eq. (64) thatHyn2 ðf2Þ ¼ Hyn2 extn2n1 ðf1Þ
	 

¼ enln2n1 ðHy
n1 ðf1ÞÞ 2 enln2n1 ðGðNn1 ÞÞ ð104Þas well. Therefore Eq. (65) tells us that Hyn2 ðf2Þ 2 enln2n1 ðSn1 Þ, so there is some g1 2Sn1 such that Hy
n2 ðf2Þ ¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ. Hence
enln2n1 ðHy
n1 ðf1ÞÞ ¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ, and we infer from Lemma 31 that therefore Hy
n1 ðf1Þ ¼ g1, whence f1 2 Rn1 . This implies that in-
deed f2 ¼ extn2n1 ðf1Þ 2 extn2n1 ðRn1 Þ.
This completes the proof. h
Lemma 31. Consider any n1 6 n2 in N0. Then the extension map enln2n1 is one-to-one.Proof. Consider any gambles g1 and g2 onN
n1 and assume that enln2n1 ðg1Þ ¼ enl
n2
n1
ðg2Þ ¼: g. Then we must prove that g1 ¼ g2.
Consider the polynomial p :¼ CoMnn2 ðgÞ, then we infer from Eq. (67) thatCoMnn1 ðg1Þ ¼ CoMnn2 enln2n1 ðg1Þ
	 

¼ p ¼ CoMnn2 enln2n1 ðg2Þ
	 

¼ CoMnn1 ðg2Þ; ð105Þwhich means that, with the notations of Appendix B, bn1p ¼ g1 ¼ g2 is the unique decomposition of the polynomial p in terms
of the Bernstein basis polynomials of degree n1. h
Proof of the equivalence of Eqs. (65) and (66). As a ﬁrst step, we prove that Eq. (65) implies Eq. (66). Consider any n1 6 n2.
# Choose any p 2Hn1 , then we know from Theorem 21 and the discussion in Appendix B that there is a unique g1 :¼ bn1p
inSn1 such that p ¼ CoMnn1 ðg1Þ. If we let g2 :¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ then we infer from Eq. (67) that p ¼ CoMn
n2 ðg2Þ as well. Since
we infer from Eq. (65) that g2 2Sn2 , we see that indeed p 2 CoMnn2 ðSn2 Þ ¼Hn2 .
 Choose any p 2Hn2 \Vn1 ðRXÞ. Since p 2Hn2 we infer from Theorem 21 and the discussion in Appendix B that there is
a unique g2 :¼ bn2p inSn2 such that p ¼ CoMnn2 ðg2Þ. On the other hand, since p is a polynomial of degree at most n1, we
know from the discussion in Appendix B that there is a unique Bernstein expansion g1 :¼ bn1p in GðNn1 Þ such that
p ¼ CoMnn1 ðg1Þ. The relation between the unique Bernstein expansions g1 and g2 is given by Zhou’s formula:
g2 ¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ. Hence g2 2 enl
n2
n1
GðNn1 Þð Þ as well, and we infer from Eq. (65) that there is some g3 2Sn1 such that
g2 ¼ enln2n1 ðg3Þ. But since we have shown before that enl
n2
n1
is one-to-one [Lemma 31], we infer that g1 ¼ g3 and there-
fore g1 2Sn1 , whence indeed p 2 CoMnn1 ðSn1 Þ ¼Hn1 .
Next, we prove that Eq. (66) implies Eq. (65). Consider any n1 6 n2.
# Choose any g2 2 enln2n1 ðSn1 Þ. Then there is some g1 2Sn1 such that g2 ¼ enl
n2
n1
ðg1Þ. Let p ¼ CoMnn1 ðg1Þ, then we infer
from Theorem 21 that p 2Hn1 . But Eq. (67) also tells us that p ¼ CoMnn1 ðg1Þ ¼ CoMnn1 enln2n1 ðg1Þ
	 

¼ CoMnn2 ðg2Þ,
and since also p 2Hn2 by Eq. (66), we see that indeed g2 2 ðCoMnn2 Þ1ðHn2 Þ ¼Sn2 .
 Choose any g2 2Sn2 \ enln2n1 ðGðNn1 ÞÞ. Let p ¼ CoMn
n2 ðg2Þ then it follows from Theorem 21 that p 2Hn2 . But we also
know that there is some g1 2 GðNn1 Þ such that g2 ¼ enln2n1 ðg1Þ and therefore p ¼ CoMn
n2 ðenln2n1 ðg1ÞÞ ¼ CoMn
n1 ðg1Þ, by
Eq. (67). So p is a polynomial of degree at most n1, and we then infer from Eq. (66) that p 2Hn1 , whence
g1 2 ðCoMnn1 Þ1ðHn1 Þ ¼Sn1 , and therefore indeed g2 2 enln2n1 ðSn1 Þ.
This completes the proof. h
Proof that B1 is equivalent to B5 under B2–B4. It is clear that B5 implies B1, because if a polynomial is zero, then so are
all its Bernstein expansions. The proof is therefore complete if we can show that B5 follows from B1–B4. Consider a polyno-
mial p for which there is some nP degðpÞ such that bnp 6 0, and assume ex absurdo that p 2H. Then clearly p– 0 by B1, and
therefore bnp < 0. But then b
n
p ¼ bnp > 0, so p 2H by B2, and then 0 ¼ pþ ðpÞ 2H by B4, a contradiction. h
Lemma 32. Consider a subset F of VNðRXÞ, and deﬁne the sets Fn :¼F \VnðRXÞ for all n 2 N. Then:
(i) Fn1 ¼Fn2 \Vn1 ðRXÞ for all 0 6 n1 6 n2;
(ii) For all p 2VðRXÞ, if nP degðpÞ then p 2F() p 2Fn;
(iii) For all kP 0;F ¼ Sn2NF ¼ SnPkF;
(iv) F is Bernstein coherent iff Fn is Bernstein coherent at degree n for all n 2 N0.Proof of Lemma 32. The proof of the ﬁrst two statements it trivial.
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S
n2N0F
n#F. To prove the converse
inequality, consider any p 2F. With m ¼ degðpÞ we infer from (ii) that p 2Fm and therefore p 2 Sn2NFn. The second
equality now follows at once from (i).
On to the proof of (iv).
) Assume ﬁrst of all thatF is Bernstein coherent, and consider any n 2 N0. Then we have to prove thatFn is Bernstein
coherent at degree n. It is obvious thatFn satisﬁes Bn1, Bn3 and Bn4 becauseF satisﬁes B1, B3 and B4. To prove that
Fn satisﬁes Bn2, consider p 2VNðRXÞwith bnp > 0. Since clearly nP degðpÞ, we infer from B2 that p 2F and therefore
indeed p 2F \VnðRXÞ ¼Fn.
( Finally, assume that Fn is Bernstein coherent at degree n for all n 2 N0. Then we have to prove that F is Bernstein
coherent. It follows readily from (iii) that F satisﬁes B1, B3 and B4. To prove that F satisﬁes B2, consider any poly-
nomial p and assume that bnp > 0 for some nP degðpÞ. Then clearly p 2VNðRXÞ and therefore p 2Fn, by Bn2. Hence
indeed p 2F. hLemma 33. Consider a time-consistent, coherent and exchangeable family Rn; n 2 N0 of sets of desirable gambles on Xn, and the
associated count representationsSn :¼ HynðRnÞ onNn and frequency representationsHn :¼ CoMnnðSnÞ ¼MnnðRnÞ onVnðRXÞ.
LetH :¼ Sn2N0Hn. Then the sequenceHn is non-decreasing, andHn ¼H \VnðRXÞ.
Proof. Because the familyRn; n 2 N0 is time-consistent, the setsHn satisfy the time-consistency property (66). This already
implies that the sequenceHn is non-decreasing. We now show thatHn ¼H \VnðRXÞ. Indeed:H \VnðRXÞ ¼
[
kP1
Hk \VnðRXÞ ¼
 [
16k6n
Hk \VnðRXÞ

[
[
k>n
Hk \VnðRXÞ

¼
 [
16k6n
Hk

[
[
k>n
Hn

¼Hn [Hn ¼Hn; ð106Þwhere the third and fourth equalities follow from the time-consistency condition (66). hProof of Theorem 22. It clearly sufﬁces to give the proof in terms of the count representations.
First of all, consider a Bernstein coherentFn#VnðRXÞ, then we have to prove that the Sn ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðFÞ; n 2 N0 are
coherent and satisfy the time-consistency condition (65). Let Fn :¼F \VnðRXÞ then clearlySn ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðFÞ ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðF \VnðRXÞÞ ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðFnÞ: ð107ÞWe then infer from Lemma 32(iv) and (i) thatFn is Bernstein coherent at degree n, and that theFn; n 2 N0 satisfy the time-
consistency condition (66). Hence the Sn ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðFnÞ satisfy the time consistency condition (65), and we infer from
the Finite Representation Theorem 21 that all Sn are coherent.
Conversely, suppose that we have a family of coherent Sn that satisfy the time-consistency condition (65). Let
Hn ¼ CoMnnðSnÞ then we know that Hn is Bernstein coherent at degree n [by Theorem 21] and that the Hn satisfy the
time-consistency condition (66). Let H :¼ Sn2N0Hn. Then it follows from Lemma 33 that Hn ¼H \VnðRXÞ, and from
Lemma 32(iv) thatH is Bernstein coherent. Moreover, sinceHn ¼ CoMnnðSnÞ and CoMnn is a linear isomorphism,Sn ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðHnÞ ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðH \VnðRXÞÞ ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðHÞ: ð108ÞTo prove unicity, consider any F#VðRXÞ such that Sn ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðFÞ and let Fn :¼F\VnðRXÞ. Then
Sn ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðFÞ ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðF \VnðRXÞÞ ¼ ðCoMnnÞ1ðFnÞ ð109Þand therefore Fn ¼ CoMnnðSnÞ ¼Hn. We then infer from Lemma 32(iii) that F ¼ Sn2N0Fn ¼ Sn2N0Hn ¼H. h
Proof of Theorem 23. We already know that the models in the updated family Rn^c m; n^ 2 N0 are coherent and exchange-
able, by Propositions 15 and 16. To show that this family has a frequency representation, it sufﬁces, by the Inﬁnite
Representation Theorem 22, to show that it is time-consistent (satisﬁes Eq. (61)). Consider any r^ 6 s^ in N0, then we have
to show thatexts^r^ðRr^c mÞ ¼ Rs^c m \ exts^r^ðGðXr^ÞÞ: ð110Þ
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nþr^ . Since the
family Rn;n 2 N0 is by assumption time-consistent, we infer that exts^r^ðf ÞIC m ¼ extnþs^nþr^ðf IC m Þ 2 R
nþs^, and therefore
f 0 ¼ exts^r^ðf Þ 2 Rs^c m.
 To prove the converse inequality, let f 0 2 Rs^c m \ exts^r^ðGðXr^ÞÞ. f 0 2 Rs^c m means that f 0 IC m 2 Rnþs^. On the other hand,
f 0 2 exts^r^ðGðXr^ÞÞ means that there is some f 2 GðXr^Þ such that f 0 ¼ exts^r^ðf Þ, and therefore exts^r^ðf Þ IC m 2 Rnþs^. So we infer
from the time-consistency of the family Rn;n 2 N0 that exts^r^ðf ÞIC m 2 extnþs^nþr^ðRnþr^Þ.This means that there is some
f 00 2 Rnþr^ such that exts^r^ðf ÞIC m ¼ extnþs^nþr^ðf 00Þ, which clearly implies that f 00 ¼ f IC m , and therefore indeed f 2 Rr^c m.
The only thing that remains to be proved is Eq. (71). We already know from Theorem 22 thatHc m ¼ Sn^2N0CoMnn^ðSn^c mÞ.
This triggers a concatenation of equivalences:p 2Hc m() ð9n^ 2 N0Þð9g 2 GðNn^ÞÞð9g0 2Snþn^Þðg0 ¼ þ mðL mgÞ and p ¼ CoMnn^ðgÞÞ
() ð9n^ 2 N0Þð9g0 2Snþn^ÞCoMnnþn^ðg0Þ ¼ B mp
() B mp 2
[
n^2N0
CoMnnþn^ðSnþn^Þ () B mp 2H; ð111Þwhere the ﬁrst equivalence follows from Eq. (48) and the second from Lemma 34. For the last equivalence, consider
Lemma 33 and the fact that B mp is a polynomial of degree at least n. hLemma 34. Consider n; n^ 2 N0, and m 2Nn. For all gambles g onNn^ and g0 onNnþn^:
CoMnnþn^ðg0Þ ¼ B mCoMnn^ðgÞ () g0 ¼ þ mðL mgÞ: ð112ÞProof. We ﬁnd thatCoMnnþn^ðþ mðL mgÞÞ ¼
X
M2Nnþn^
þ mðL mgÞðMÞBM
¼
X
m^2Nn^
L mðm^Þgðm^ÞB mþm^
¼
X
m^2Nn^
gðm^ÞB mBm^ ¼ B m
X
m^2Nn^
gðm^ÞBm^ ¼ B mCoMnn^ðgÞ; ð113Þwhere the second equality follows from Eq. (47), and the third from Eqs. (45) and (52). The ﬁrst and last equalities go back to
Eq. (51).
Conversely, consider any g0 in GðNnþn^Þ such that CoMnnþn^ðg0Þ ¼ B mCoMnn^ðgÞ. Since B mCoMnn^ðgÞ is a polynomial of
degree at most nþ n^, we know from the discussion in Appendix B that there is one and only one such g0, as it represents the
coefﬁcients of the unique expansion of the polynomial B mCoMn
n^ðgÞ in the multivariate Bernstein basis of degree nþ n^. Since
we have seen in the ﬁrst part of the proof that CoMnnþn^ðþ mðL mgÞÞ ¼ B mCoMnn^ðgÞ, it follows that g0 ¼ þ mðL mgÞ. hProof of Proposition 24. That PH is a linear functional that dominates the min functional follows from Lemma 35. We
now show that PHðpÞ ¼ pð#Þ for all p 2VðRXÞ, where #z :¼ PHðBez Þ for all z 2 X. Consider any p 2VðRXÞ and nP degðpÞ,
then we know that p ¼Pm2NnbnpðmÞBm, and therefore PHðpÞ ¼Pm2NnbnpðmÞPHðBmÞ, using the linearity of PH [Lemma 35].
To ﬁnd out what PHðBmÞ is, observe that we can write Bm as a product of simpler Bernstein basis polynomials:
Bm ¼ nm
 Q
z2XB
mz
ez , and therefore Lemmas 35 and 36 tell us that PHðBmÞ ¼ nm
 Q
z2XPHðBez Þmz ¼ nm
 Q
z2X#
mz ¼ Bmð#Þ. Hence
indeed PHðpÞ ¼
P
m2Nnb
n
pðmÞBmð#Þ ¼ pð#Þ.
To complete the proof, consider any gamble g onNn. Clearly,PSn ðgÞ ¼ supfa : g  a 2 Sng ¼ supfa : g  a 2 ðCoMnnÞ1ðHÞg ¼ supfa : CoMnnðg  aÞ 2Hg
¼ supfa : CoMnnðgÞ  a 2Hg ¼ PHðCoMnnðgÞÞ:The rest of the proof is now immediate. hLemma 35. Consider any maximal elementH ofDBeðRXÞ that satisﬁes either of the equivalent conditions (72) or (73). Then PH is
a linear functional that dominates the min functional.Proof. It follows from the Bernstein coherence ofH that PH is super-additive [use B4] and positively homogeneous [use B3].
For any polynomial p:PHðpÞ ¼ supfa : p a 2Hg ¼ inffb : p b RHg ¼ inffb : b p 2Hg ¼ PHðpÞ;
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from the maximality ofH and Proposition 2. This shows that PH is self-conjugate, which together with the super-additivity
and positive homogeneity readily implies that PH is additive and homogeneous, and therefore a linear functional. To show
that PH dominates min, consider any polynomial p 2VðRXÞ and any nP degðpÞ. Then there are two possibilities. If p is a
constant, then p ¼ minbnp and therefore p a 2H() a < min bnp , so PHðpÞ ¼minbnp . If p is not constant, then we infer from
Eq. (117) in Appendix B that pminbnp > 0 and therefore pminbnp 2H, by B2. Hence PHðpÞP minbnp. So we infer that this
inequality holds for all p and all nP degðpÞ, whence indeed PHðpÞP supnPdegðpÞminbnp ¼minp, where the equality follows
from Proposition 37 in Appendix B. hLemma 36. Consider any maximal element H of DBeðRXÞ that satisﬁes either of the equivalent conditions (72) or (73). Then
PHðBmpÞ ¼ PHðBmÞPHðpÞ for all p 2VðRXÞ and all count vectors m.Proof. Observe that for all real a and b:Bmp a ¼ Bmðp bÞ þ ðbBm  aÞ: ð114Þ
First, consider any a < PHðBmpÞ and b > PHðpÞ. Then Bmp a 2H and p b RH. If we take into account the maximality of
H and Proposition 2, the latter leads to b p 2H, and therefore Bmðb pÞ 2H, using condition (73). But then Eq. (114) and
B4 lead to the conclusion that bBm  a 2H. Hence PHðbBm  aÞP 0, whence bPHðBmÞP a, using the linearity of PH [see
Lemma 35]. Since this inequality holds for all a < PHðBmpÞ and b > PHðpÞ, we infer that PHðpÞPHðBmÞP PHðBmpÞ.
To prove the converse inequality, consider any a > PHðBmpÞ and b < PHðpÞ. Then Bmp a RH and p b 2H. If we take
into account the maximality ofH and Proposition 2, the former leads to a Bmp 2H, and the latter to Bmðp bÞ 2H, using
condition (73). But then Eq. (114) and B4 lead to the conclusion that a bBm 2H. Hence PHða bBmÞP 0, whence
bPHðBmÞ 6 a, using the linearity of PH [see Lemma 35]. Since this inequality holds for all a > PHðBmpÞ and b < PHðpÞ, we
infer that PHðpÞPHðBmÞ 6 PHðBmpÞ. hProof of Theorem 25. This is an instance of Theorem 1 with linear spaceK :¼VðRXÞ and cone C :¼VþðRXÞ. hProof of Proposition 37. Eq. (122) follows from the fact that the bnp converge uniformly to the polynomial p as n!1;
see for instance Trump and Prautzsch [26]. Alternatively, it can be shown [see [22, Section 11.9]] that for nP r and
M 2Nn:bnpðMÞ ¼
X
m2Nr
brpðmÞBm
M
n
 
þ O 1
n
 
¼ p M
n
 
þ O 1
n
 
: ð115ÞHence minbnp Pminpþ O 1n
 
for any nP r, and as a consequence limn!1;nPr minb
n
p Pmin p. If we now use Eq. (121), we see
that limn!1;nPr minb
n
p ¼minp. The proof of the other equality is analogous. hAppendix B. Multivariate Bernstein basis polynomials
With any nP 0 and m 2Nn there corresponds a Bernstein (basis) polynomial of degree n on RX, given by
BmðhÞ ¼ j½m	j
Q
x2Xh
mx
x ; h 2 RX. These polynomials have a number of very interesting properties, see for instance Prautzsch
et al. [22, Chapters 10 and 11], which we list here:
BP1. The set fBm : m 2Nng of all Bernstein basis polynomials of ﬁxed degree n is linearly independent: if
P
m2NnkmBm ¼ 0,
then km ¼ 0 for all m inNn.
BP2. The set fBm : m 2Nng of all Bernstein basis polynomials of ﬁxed degree n forms a partition of unity:
P
m2NnBm ¼ 1.
BP3. All Bernstein basis polynomials are non-negative, and strictly positive in the interior of RX.
BP4. The set fBm : m 2Nng of all Bernstein basis polynomials of ﬁxed degree n forms a basis for the linear space of all poly-
nomials whose degree is at most n. Property BP4 follows from BP1 and BP2. It follows from BP4 that:
BP5. Any polynomial p of degree r has a unique expansion in terms of the Bernstein basis polynomials of ﬁxed degree nP r,
or in other words, there is a unique gamble bnp onN
n such thatp ¼
X
m2Nn
bnpðmÞBm ¼ CoMnn bnp
	 

: ð116ÞThis tells us [also use BP2 and BP3] that each pðhÞ is a convex combination of the Bernstein coefﬁcients bnpðmÞ; m 2Nn
whence for all h 2 RXmin bnp 6minp 6 pðhÞ 6 maxp 6 maxbnp: ð117Þ
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X
m2Nn
j½m	jj½M m	j
j½M	j b
n
pðmÞ; ð118Þor in other wordsbnþkp ¼ enlnþkn bnp
	 

: ð119ÞThis is Zhou’s formula (see [22, Section 11.9]). Hence [let p ¼ 1 and use BP2] we ﬁnd that for all kP 0 and all M inNnþk,
X
m2Nn
j½m	jj½M m	j
j½M	j ¼ 1: ð120ÞThe expressions (118) and (120) also imply that each bnþkp ðMÞ is a convex combination of the bnpðmÞ, and therefore
minbnþkp Pminb
n
p and maxb
nþk
p 6 maxb
n
p . Combined with the inequalities in (117), this leads to:½minp;maxp	# min bnþkp ;maxbnþkp
h i
# min bnp;max b
n
p
h i
ð121Þfor all nP m and kP 0. This means that the non-decreasing sequence min bnp converges to some real number not greater
than minp, and, similarly, the non-increasing sequence max bnp converges to some real number not smaller than maxp.
The following proposition strengthens this.
Proposition 37. For any polynomial p on RX of degree up to r,lim
n!1
nPr
min bnp;max b
n
p
h i
¼ ½minp;max p	 ¼ pðRXÞ: ð122ÞReferences
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